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DEMANDS FOR GRANTS (GENERAL), 
1990-91 

Ministry of Industry 

[English] 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The House 
will now take up discussion and voting on 
Demand Nos. 51 to 53 relating to the Ministry 
of Industry for which 8 hours have been 
allotted. 

Hon. Members present in the House 
whose cut motions to the Demands for Grants 
have been circulated may, it they desire to 
move their cut motions, send slips to the 
Table wrthm 15 minutes indicating the serial 
numbers of the cut motions they would like to 
move. Those cut motion5 only will be treated 
as moved. 

A list showing the serial numbers of cut 
motions moved will be put up on the Notice 
Board shortly. In case any member finds any 
discrepancy in the list. he may kindly bring it 
to the notice of the Officer at the Table 
without delay. 

Motion moved: 

"That the respective sums not exceed-
ing the amounts on Revenue Account 
and Capital Account shown in the fourth 
column of ttie Order Paper be granted 
to the President, out of the Consoli-
dated Fund of India to complete the 
su111s necessary to defray the charges 
that will come in course of payment 
during the year ending the 31st day of 
March, 1991, in respect of the heads of 
Demands entered in the second col-
umn thereof against Demands Nos. 51 
to 53 relating to the Ministry of Indus-
try." 
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MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Mr. Sathe. 

.SHRI VASANT SATHE (Wardha): Sir. 
I am glad to ha"e this opportunity to partici-
pate in the Demands for Grants relating to 
the Ministry of Industry. Sir, I would like to 
avail of this opportunity to place before the 
House, through you, certain views which I 
have been trying to propagate for the indus-
trial growth-an all round balanced indus-
trial growth-of our country. Irrespective of 
which Government is in power, the objective 
1s same, and we all are seriously concerned 
about taking a view of the entire planning 
since our independence. No one should fight 
shy of a spirit of introspection. If we have 
gone wrong somewhere. let us see. where 
we have gone wrong. If we have laid a proper 
foundation, let us see, 1f we can build on that 
foundation. Let us see, whether we can do 
that. It is in this spirit of a totally holistic 
approach to this entire problem of industrial 
growth that I make my submissions today. 

If we see, soon after independence. the 
whole concept of planning was putforth by 
oudirst Prime Minister Late PanditJawahar-
lal Nehru, who was also the author of the 
Industrial Policy resolution of 1956. Both 
planning concept and the Industrial Policy 
Resolution was visualised so that we could 
take measures to bring about development 
of infrastructure facilities, without which, not 
only industrial growth but even agricultural 
growth would not be possible. After inde-
pendence,-because of the colonial past-
India was in a situation, where hardly a pin 
could be produced indigenously. The entire 
things had to be imported and India which 
had rich raw material resources, was badly 
exploited by the colonial masters. It is in this 
background that we had to make a start. 
That is why Panditji had visualised that the 
first priority was to set up infrastructure in-
dustries, such as big irrigation projects. 
Because, without irrigation, agricultural 
growth could not come about. The first and 
foremost requirement for agriculture is wa-
ter, irrigation. Therefore, it was necessary 
that our rivers were harnessed in order to 
ensure sufficient irrigation to our country's 

agriculture. Along with this, was the need for 
another major infrastructure and that is e.lec-
tricity. There also, it was essential that we 
have these major projects-hydel projects, 
thermal projects and later on, as he was the 
pioneer, even nuclear power plants-so that 
we could harness energy for getting electric-
ity for industrial growth and agricultural growth 
of our country. It is in this vision that the 
whole planning process was started. Now, 
let us consider this. The idea was that we 
have infrastructure inputs, such as power, 
not only for agriculture, but also to help agro-
industries. Later on, he also had a plan, i.e. 
development of infrastructure inputs, such 
as, the development of steel plants. It was in 
his period that major steel plants of this 
country-Durgapur, Rourkela, Bhillai--were 
visualised. The concept was that unless we 
have basic inputs, industrial growth will not 
be possible. 

What is our concept of planning? What 
is that we want tor a balanced growth? We 
want to provide remunerative employment 
to maximum work-worthy citizens of tliis 
country, particularly to the youths of this 
country. Most of our young men are in the 
rural area. If we want to provide jobs to them, 
how can we do it? On which avocation can 
we provide jobs to them? It is obvious that 
agriculture alone cannot accommodate the 
growing population. It must be admitted that 
since independence our population has 
grown beyond all expectations. All efforts to 
curtail and contain population explosion 
byfamily planning measures unfortunately 
have not succeeded. The result is that the 
population which was about 360 million in 
1947 today it is 820 million. tt the population 
had been contained, with the growth that we 
have achieved today, probably the whole 
scenario would have been different. Unfortu-
nately, we could not contain it. It is not only 
a question of additional mouths but of addi-
tional two hands per individual; and if those 
two hands do not get a job, then those angry 
young men who do not know what to do with 
those two hands, can become frustrated; 
those two hands can be misused. This is the 
plight that we are in today. 
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[Translation] 

SHRI DAU DAYAL JOSHI (Kota): It 1s 
all due to your family planning 

SHRI VASANT SATHE That 1s what I 
am saying. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER· Please do 
not interrupt him. 

(Interruptions) 

[English] 

SHRI VASANT SATHE· I began by 
saying that, we 1n a sp1rrt ot 1ntrospect1on, 
have to understand where we have gone 
wrong: where we have fallen short. where 
the whole planning process has failed 

Mr. Joshi, I beg your pardon I cannot go 
on speaking once m Hindi and once in Eng-
lish. If you use the translation system, I think 
that will help you (Interruptions) So, we are 
1n agreement on that point I am very sorry to 
say that 

I was saying that the scenario today 1s 
that we have such a big population, maionty 
of whom as was seen m the last election, are 
young people, below 40 Now what 1s the 
way to provide employment to these people 
and which type of employment? As I said, 
agriculture by 1tsett cannot accommodate 
all. We say that we must get modern tech-
niques in agriculture like tractors, thrashers, 
etc. By having them, the manual labour gets 
curtailed. On the one hand. we are trying to 
mechanise agriculture, 011 the othPr there 
are no other avenues of employment avail-
able in the rural area. By proper planning I 
mean the best ut1llsat1on of available mate-
rial and human resources to achieve the 
maximum wellbeing of the population. If this 
1s the concept of planning, unfortunately, we 
find that 80 per cent of our population live m 
the rural area and we are not able to provide 
productive work to them. I emphasise the 
word 'productive employment'. Just employ-
ment under some employment guaranteed 
schemes such as we have sometimes to 

build the same road over and over again or 
do similar thing. O.K. That can be done. But, 
that is not really productive in terms of pro-
ducing consumer goods. After all, the qualfty 
of hf e improves only by having consumer 
goods which futt1I the necessities of life. 

That is what improves the standard of 
life. And, who will produce these consumer 
goods? The main question is, are we going 
to provide purchasing power to maximum 
number of our people in rural areas to buy 
even the minimum necessities of life? If that 
purchasing power 1s to be provided can you 
do rt by agriculture? That 1s not possible. 
Then you have to find out alternate employ-
ment. Alternate employment can be only in 
industry, and industries which, m rural areas 
can at best be agro-mdustnes. small scale 
industries which can produce consumer 
goods that can be sold m the rural areas 
itself. The idea 1s that 80 per cent of our 
population must become the market. Today 
the trouble 1s that the market 1s only of the 20 
per cent people 

I often say, m a light hearted manner, 
that India today stands further d1v1ded. One 
d1v1s1on was when Pakistan was created 
But now we have two Indians, one 1s India of 
the affluent, urban class of hardly 1 O per cent 
or 15 per cent of our population and another 
1s Bharat. Bharat of the 85 per cent of our 
people, Bharat of mostly agricultural society 
which 1s exploited. Much of that Bharat which 
has come to urban pockets like Calcutta. 
Bombay and Delhi, because there 1s no work 
in Bharat to this India, to live m slums and on 
the footpath Th~s 1s the life. If you are seri-
ously concerned, and I again beg of this 
House through you. Forget this party matter. 
This 1s not a party issue. This cannot be 
treated as a party issue. This 1s a national 
issue. What 1s our approach? What direction 
do we want to give to this country in industrial 
growth? ltth1s 1s to be considered, it must be 
considered d1spass1onately and get to the 
very root of the problem 

I am driving at a very important basic 
point. If you want to provide balanced growth 
and employment to majority of our people tn 
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their own habitat. you will have to provide 
infrastructure inputs. No industrial growth is 
possible, without it one cannot think of any 
industry even in a rural area. Can you think 
of an industry even without a small machine? 
And of what material will that machine be 
produced? Can it be produced without hav-
ing steel, a basic metal required or copper or 
aluminium or other metals or now plastic 
products? 

What I am saying is, I feel very much 
concerned and I would like the hon. Minister 
for lndustnes. Ajit Singhji. to kindly consider 
this. Where have we gone wrong? Today, 
after 40 years if the per capita production of 
steel in this country is just 16 kg-s1xtePn-
I would like to know from any economist. any 
industrialist in the world, w,th this 16 kg per 
capita how can you industrialise a coun:ry of 
B40 million people? In developed countries 
the ratio is 400 kgs or 300 t:i 400 or 500 kgs. 
In India it 1s 16 kgs! And that too 1s a misno-
mer. Because, if we d1v1de 1t. in trrms of 
copulation in rural area and 1n urb<Jn India 
you will find that in rural lnd1<:l. the P"" capita 
availability of steel is less than 3 kgs. In 
urban India it becomes 50 to 60 kgs. Okay 
fine. It is only fifty to sixty kg. in Calcutta. 
Bombay and other urban areas. What 1s the 
mPaning of that? 

Another input 1s power. If you ~,ee the 
scenario. we can say with pride that since 
Independence we have brought ahout a 
growth which can be considered remark(lble 
for any developing cot,;ntry from less than 
1300 megawatt to 60000 megawatt of in-
stalled capacity today. Okay fine. We are not 
here to score debating points. I may appear 
cruel. We can, with a just if icat1on. always 
plead that we have achieved targets, etc. I 
am not on that point. ft is not the questron of 
the present Government saying, ·your Gov-
ernment did this, what did you do. etc.' In 
forty years, we have to see what could have 
been done and where today we need to go. 
Even now that direction needs to be changed. 
We have 200 kilowatt hour per capita of 
electricity against 7,000 kilowatt hour per 
capita in any developing country. In Europe, 
it is 7,000 kilowatt hour per capita; in Amer-

ica it is 10,000 kilowatt hour per capita; in 
Sweden and other countries it is 12,000 
kilowatt hour per capita. I am not comparing, 
with them. We have only 200 kilowatt hour 
per capita. That too, for 80 per cent of our 
population, it is less than 30 kilowatt hour per 
capita. I had given these figures even as a 
Minister. I had written in my books also. No 
one has contradicted them up-till now. I 
would again say in this Parliament, to go on 
record, when we have 30 kilowatt hour per 
capita for eighty per cent of our population, 
c•rn you ever think in terms of industrialising 
our rural areas, where eighty per cent of our 
population live? What kind of industries will 
you start there? Therefore, basic infrastruc-
ture growth has to come about in a much 
bigger scale. I am not saying this for the first 
time. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru had invited 
an eminent economist, futurologist Mr. Pi-
tambar Pant. Shri Pitambar Pant and Dr. 
Vaidyanathan, who is in Planning Commis-
sion today, had produced apaperon 'Future 
projections of Planning' in 1964. That report 
1s available with the Planning Commission. I 
had quoted the chapter in my book on Public 
Sector. If some hon. Members want to have 
a look at it, they can see it. The projection 
was-Shri Ajit Singh to note-in regard to 
steel, by 1985 we should have been produc-
ing 80 million tonnes of steel; by the same 
token, by 1990 we should have been produc-
ing 100 million tonnes of steel. In regard to 
coal, by that report, we should have been 
producing 400 million tonnes of coal in 1985 
and by 1990we should have been producing 
atleast five to six hundred million tonnes of 
coal. In regard to power, by that report, we 
should have been producing installed ca-
pacity of one lakh megawatt or 500 kilowatt 
hour per capita, which is again far behind in 
the world. That was the projection. You will 
find that all these projections have been 
belied. I will tell you, why? This is what we 
need to concern. Major production of the 
infrastructure was brought into public sector 
units. Public sector units were created with. 
the objective of utilising public investment for 
faster, bigger, quicker growth of infrastruc-
ture because it was visualised that this sec-
tor would not be exploited. No personal gain 
would be involved, no profit motive would be 
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involved of any individual and, therefore, 
pubhc money will be utilised in the most 
efficient manner. This was v1sula1sed 1n the 
lndustnal Polley Resolution of 1956 Yet rn 
that very Resolution in para 16 Jawharlal11 
had spelt out that public sector must be run 
on commercial basis, 1t must generate sur-
plus for further development and further 
capital formation and investment He also 
said: "Yet there may be some areas like 
Defence where prof 1t may not be the marn 
cons1derat1on and there self-reliance or some 
other social objective may be an important 
factor." Now what happened? People took 
this sentence out of the context And we 
thoughtthat public sector need not make any 
profit, need not generate surplus, social 
objectives can be served, have maximum 
employment even in the public sector unrts, 
do not bother about the norms of production 
and profit 1s not the concern and therefore, 
surpluses need not be generated When this 
m1s-concept1on came, as 1t 1s public sector 
had a monopoly s1tuat1on-steel except 
Tat as, coal m rnes after nat1onahsat1on, power 
because of the Industrial Policy Resolution 
most of the power units were in state sector 
The result was a monopoly situation and 
1neffic1ency creeping rn How does eff1c1ency 
come about? This 1s an elementary thing 
Eff1c1ency or excellence comes about only 
bycompet1t1on In hfe, anywhere, 1n any field, 
unless there 1s an element of competrt1on, 
unless you have some norms which you 
want to excel, whether rt 1s running a race or 
other things you want to excel some mark, 
some target, "things will not improve The 
word 'excellence' pre-supposes excelling 
Therefore, compet1tt0n 1s the most elemen-
tary requirement of any healthy growth 1f you 
want to excel Compet1t1on 1n what? Not only 
internally but mternat1onally I would beg of 
you to consider this very seriously. This 
House must give a thought to 1t. Today the 
world, as the hon Minister of Industry must 
be knowing, 1s shrinking into what 1s called a 
global village. Distances are getting annihi-
lated fast. Technological changes are taking 
place at such a faster pace that every three 

years, four years all technologies become 
obsolete This 1s the exponential growth that 
1s taking place 1n the field of industrial devel-
opment, technolog1cal development, sc1en-
tif1c development. Is our country going to 
keep pace with th:s or are we to live in a small 
island? Can we afford to hve m an island 
isolated 'from the world outside? Is rt pos-
sible? Today 1f our production of steel, our 
product10n of coal, our production of power, 
energy, fertiliser and all these things, are 
uncompetrt1ve, how can you produce con-
sumer goods or end products which can 
compete in the world market, which would be 
sold in the world market, which wouJd be 
bought 1n the world market? I can give you a 
small example of South Korea. I deliberately 
give this example of South Korea. It was 
poorer than India in 1954 It was importing 
even rails and railway engines and other 
things from India. It was importing textiles 
and other things from India. It was a smaH 
developing country at that time which has 
come up in the world. It 1s a lesson for 
anyone. They got assistance from America 
and USA and all that. Fine. We also got 
assistance from USSR, from America and 
everywhere The questton 1s how did they 
ut1l1se that assistance Take an example of 
steel plant And this I came to know when I 
was dealing with the Steel Ministry when I 
found out that rn South Korea, a plant at 
Pohang was set up with the same technol-
ogy, 1dent1cal technology as was used in 
Durgapur in India Although we started in 
1956 and Pohang started in 1969, 1n that 
plant within ten years they reached a level of 
producing ten m1llton tonnes of steel. And 
how many people did they employ? Four-
teen thousands. They produced steel, the 
cost of which was less than Rs. 4,000 a 
tonne. Wrth that steel they were able to 
compete with other countries of the world, 
producing ships, producing all other goods 
based on steel and exporting them to the 
world outside. They earned maximum from 
exports. Kindly consider, Sir, we in India 
have employed two lakh people, two hundred 
thousands . (Interruptions) 

SHRI A.K. ROY (Ohanbad): May I inter-
rupt for a minute? 
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SHRI VASANT SATHE: Not now. Not 
at this stage. Please don't disturb me. 

SHRl A.K. ROY: It will help you. 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: All right. 

SHRI AK. ROY: Sir. this 1s a common 
practice to believe that because of the large 
employment, our industry 1s losing 1ncompe-
t1tion. May I know from the hon. Member, 
who 1s a knowledgeable Member also, what 
1s the price of steel 1n USA compared to us? 
Is 1t not a fact that with all technology, all 
automation, everything, U S steel 1s the 
costliest steel 1n the world? 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: For this 1nfor-
mat1on, Sir. unfortunately, Indian steel today 
1s the costliest 

SHRI AK ROY: No I challenge 

SHRI VASANT SATHE Now Sir, this 
1s again a fallacious argument. It 1s good that 
rny friend has raised 1t Sir, you must con-
sider the purchasing power of the people in 
a country when you consider the price. In 
USA. the per capita income-Mr. AJrt Singh 
will correct me 1f I am wrong-ts about $ 
17,000. It ts ltke a banana (Interruptions) 

SHRI A.K. ROY: Mr. Deputy Speaker, 
Sir, he was the Minister of Coal. He knows 
and he should tell me what 1s the price of coal 
1n India and what 1s the price of coal in 
Australia. from which you are 1mport1ng. 
Simply automation, removal of man, does 
not make the things cheap. 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Sir, I will meet 
Mr AK. Roy's point 1mmed1ately No prob-
lem Sir, price 1s always relevant only to the 
purchasing power. Otherwise 1t has no 
meaning. In America, rt a banana costs one 
dollar, then to say that in Ind ta we can afford 
to sell a banana for Rs. fifteen. because the 
exchange rate of one dollar ts now equal to 
Rs. fifteen or Rs. seventeen, would be ndrcu-
lous. How many people tn India. even tn 
urban society, in Delhi or Bombay, can afford 
to buy a banana at Rs. 15 a peace? So. it 1s 

absurd to compare costs and prices in differ-
ent countries. What is relevant is again what 
is your OMS in coal. You talk of effidency. 
You have rich raw material resources. What 
1s the output manshift? These are the para-
meters. And what is the ultimate cost of 
power? At what cost will you use It for indus-
trial production? If one rupee per unit be-
comes the cost of thermal generation, at 
what cost will you give it to the industries and 
what end product cost will there be? How will 
you sell that end product? To whom will you 
sell it? This is the point to be considered. All 
I am saying, Sir, is that I am in favour of large-
scale employment, but see where it can be 
realised. I will give an example. If you like, 
you can also give other examples also. Sir, 
one million tonnes of steel creates an em-
ployment for two-and-a-half lakhs people 
downstream. If we are producing today as 
was projected by the Pitamber Pant Com-
mittee, 80 million tonnes, of steel. how many 
m1lltons o,f people you could have employed? 
More than 1 O millions of people you would 
have employed today in this country and 
dowm=tream in small industries spread out in 
the rural areas. Instead of tj~l)9 that, I have 
some friends suggest~1hat we should get 
stuck at six-and-a-lfalf million tonnes of steel 
1n six steel plants, we should get stuck there 
and be happy and have steel produced at 
Rs. 8000 a tonne. And wnich is the purchas-
ing classJ_ In urban areas those who have 
unaccounted money, that parallel economy. 
60 per cent being.the Government itself and 
the rest of 40 per cent being the parallel 
economy class-is this the India that we are 
having now? Is this the India or Bharat of my 
friends who want to 1ustity stagnation by 
saying that this should employ seven lakhs 
people to produce 180 million tonnes of coal, 
whereas m Australia 30,000 people produce 
150 million tonnes of coal? On the one hand 
you want mechanisation also to be done in 
India and on the other hand you want the 
best equipment from Russia, from Germany, 
from Poland and from all other countries, 
Australia, USA and others. Yes, but why 
don't you say 'dig 1t only with hands, as was 
done m China?' But these very trade union 
leaders, Sir, wou\d want the best equipment 
to be brought. Open cast mine, and then I 
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would also say, 'How can you do open cast 
mine with kick are shovel? Open cast mines 
can only be had with draghnes d1co ma-
chines, excavators and others Therefore all 
these people who claim rn the name of 
soaahsm-1 am very sorry to say, socialism 
and communism-talk m the name of obso-
lete aoonomy stagnant economy That 1s 
what is happening there all over tJie world 
Let them learn a lesson, all the brg countries 
also the leaders of the Communist world, 
have discarded th rs philosophy of stagnation 
because they were not able to compete 
either m Chrna or Russia not able to com-
pete with the developed world America and 
others That rs what they are asking, and my 
good fnend, Mr A K Roy and hrs lrke are still 
talkrng tn terms of that They are basrcall~ 
there and those m the corridors of power who 
also were in favour of the same economy 
have been responsible for this you must see 
that I am asking them a simple question All 
nght, all right, I am wrlhng to accept for the 
sake of argument 1f you say continue to 
employtwo-and-a-haH lakhs people we have 
cheap labour, continue all this My good 
friends, do that But please produce 80 m1l-
hon tonnes of steel All that I am asking 1s 
find some miracle Why could you not do 1t? 
Then they say we are not responsible the 
Government 1s responsible The Govern 
ment does not have a magic wand There 
fore, Sir you will always find that these 
friends will not let you do 1t in this country 

All I am requesting every serious think 
ing man 1s improve ett1c1ency be compet1 
trve, you cannot survive wrthout compet1t1on 
in thrs world' Unless we are compet1t1ve in 
the areas of cost quality and price we will be 
thrown back in a world which 1s moving at a 
much faster pace rn technology 1n comput-
ensat1on, in space technology and rn optic 
fibre technology We will lag behind and 
nobody rn the world 1s going to have mercy 
for us So I beg of this Government to have 
a policy m the corridors of Planning Commis-
sion H you are going to be sat1sf 1ed with the 
bureaucratic framework as to how much 

investment 1s to be made rn this area and 
how much lrttle cut rs to be made here and 
there, then rt 1s alright, we will continue with 
thesamethrng So, unlessd1rect1onschange, 
we will lag behind rn the world and you will 
ntlt have a magic wand of prov1drng employ-
ment 

[ Translat10n] 

Can anybody or Mr I K Rar tell me how 
can an industry be provided to somebody m 
the village where the per capita production of 
steel 1s only 3 Kg Let 1t be explained 

( Jnterrupt1ons) 

SHRI BASUDEB ACHARIA (Baukura) 
Why you could not do rt? 

SHRI VASANT SATHE As I have al-
ready explained, we could not do rt because 
we chose not to become compet1t1ve On the 
other hand people like you destroyed the 
socialist movement instead of bu1ldmg 1t 

SHRI BASUDEB ACHARIA What 1s 
your idea of soc1ahsm 

SHRI VASANT SATHE To me 1t rs 
balanced development of entire society 

SHRI DAU DAYAL JOSHI (Kata) It 1s 
your policy of burld1ng a soc1alrst1c society 
that helped B1rla Tata and R Parshuram to 
become b1ll1ona1res rn the post independ-
ence era while they were JUSt ordinary people 
before independence They minted money 
hke any thing during the post independence 
era 

SHRI VASANT SATHE None of my 
explanation 1s going to satisfy these people 
Mr Deputy Speaker, Sir, I fail to understand 
their rnterruptrons It seems that they rntend 
to achieve the same thing rn 40 weeks what 
we could achieve 1n 40 years On that anal-
ogy do they wish to see as many murders 
committed rn their 40 weeks rule as were 
committed rn our 40 years rule I fall to 
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understand these people's line of thinking. h 
is the country which concerns me. We have 
to change the direction evennow. There 
should be large scale production of energy, 
iron and steel in the country in order to cater 
to our private needs. 

[English] 

Sir, I do not want to enter into argument 
with my communist friends, particularly who 
are a frustrated lot, who have been defeated 
in their own motherland and fatherland; they 
do not have any right to argue in their field of 
economy. So, I need not get into argument 
with them. I am on a more serious point. 
Infrastructural growth is a must to provide 
gainful and productive employment to our 
brethren and young men in rural areas. That 
alone will give them the remunerative work; 
that alone will give them purchasing power 
and with that purchasing power they will be 
able to purchase consumer goods. Then 
only their life can improve. ff you want to 
break this vicious circle, you must have 
faster and bigger production. 

Sir, what pains me is this. Why are we 
stagnating in production of steel? We also 
did the same thing. But I cannot be blamed 
because I have said all this as a Minister. We 
are exporting rich iron ore from Orissa, Bala-
dilla and Goa. 

14.00 hr~. 

All beautiful, exc ,!lent iron ores with highest 
Fe. content are b.?.lnlJ exported. 2 tonnes o1 
iron ore that you export would give you about 
Rs. 600 worth in foreign exchange. But if you 
were to convert 1t·mto steel-two tonnes of 
iron ore is equal to one tonne of steel. All 
right, if you do not want to use steel in this 
country and suppose you export 1t, you will 
earn more than Rs. 4,000 a tonne What 
should be the economics? Shall we gloat 
with figures? Shall we give figures to this 
country that even now we are exporting iron 
ore even to China? They have entered into 
an agreement. About South Korea, of course, 
it is understandable. There 1s Paradeep Port 
and they have agreed to develop it on short· 

term and long-term basis. They will export 
iron ore to South Korea from Orissa. Is this 
not suicidal? Shall you export our rich raw 
materials or you convert them into value 
added product. Even if you do not want to 
use it, you can export it. Where does the 
wisdom lie? 

[Translation] 

My friend, on that side are again and again 
asking what you did. We did nothing that is 
why we are sitting on this side. Now you 
should amend yourself, otherwise you will 
also come to this side very soon. If you want 
to do something for the country then do 
something for its betterment and do not fight 
each other. I am talking about the unity of the 
country. If you want to take the country 
towards the path of balanced progress, you 
will have to fulfill the basic requirements with 
a great speed. There is no alternative to this. 
For example, take the case of automobile 
industry. It generates such a large amount 
which could be treated as parallel economy. 
Other day I said that parallel economy of Rs. 
50 thousand crore is being controlled by less 
then 50 thousand people. According to in-
come tax statistics of Government, the 
number of such persons is less than 50 
thousand whose income is more than rupees 
one lakh. These ar~ the people who are 
behind this parallel economy. You cannot 
even touch them. 

(Interruptions) 

In West Bengal CommL.::iists are requesting 
Birlas and Ambanis to install industnes. There 
Jyoti Basu Dada requesting Chhabaria to 
establish industries in West Bengal. You 
should not talk of socialism. You have de-
stroyed whole of Calcutta and West Bengal. 

I English} 

Maharashtra is much better than you in 
industrial growth. No industrialistwantstogo 
from Maharashtra to West Bengal. 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Mr. Sathe ji, 
you have made good points. You have said, 
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infrastructure should be developed. You have 
said, raw materials should not be exported. 
You say that black money should be used. 
These are the three points. 

'J SHRI VASANT SATHE: Ca'1 you distin-
guish between two hundred rupee notes and 
say this is black and this is white? There is no 
distinction. You must ensure that this money 
comes for productive purposes. I have sug-
gested boldly one way of doing it. Abolish 
income-tax. introduce heavy expenditure tax 
and tell them "Bring out your money for 
productive purposes. Invest it in banks. If 
you do not do it, we will catch you and take 
you to task and get the tax from you.'" Do 
away with this distinction. Why have•hey put 
money in Swiss banks and other places? 
Allow them to put it for growth, for housing, 
building bridges. having power plants and 
steel plants. Let there be compet1t1on. Why 
cannot we have a car to be produced of 500 
cc? 500 cc car in Japan and all over the world 
today covers per litre about 27 KM or 30 KM. 
Why cannot we introduce in India this car 
and allow some pt ivate sector to go in for 
this? This is how you must allow growth-
oriented approach. Our experience 1s con-
trols and more controls has led to more 
corruption. Adopt single window approach. 
Be bold. Tell people "You do not have to fill 
up all these Forms etc. You set up an indus-
try as is done in Singapore. Hong Kong, 
Taiwan and all other places in South Korea. 
Let people invest for growth. That alone will 
create employment for young men. Angry 
young men in Bihar. Orissa, Bengal, Mahar-
ashtra, Punjab and Kashmir get diverted to 
populist movements. Instead of that, gener-
ate employment opportunities. That will di-
vert their attention to creative work. I beg of 
you that industrial policy is not a short term 
thing like just approval of Budget for few 
rupees here and few rupees there. We need 
a directional change. I am placing th rs before 
you because as the saying goes 1n Mahar-
ashtre from Jnaneswar. 

[Translation] 

We should not fight each other. This. I said 

earlier also. Just like you we have also given 
a thought to it. God has given thinking power 
to human beings. Thus it is the only differ-
ence between human being and animal. 
God has also given us mind to think. If we do 
not use it, whose fault is this? God cannot do 
any thing more. 

I request the House to think over it 
seriously. If you do not change your way you 
will not be able to face the chaUenge of the 
present day world. Instead of creating more 
opportunities of job, if we go on accusing 
each other, we will not be able to solve the 
problem of unemployment and production. 

I again say that no country in the world 
have ever progressed with 30 kilowatt per-
capita power and three kilogram per-capita 
steel. This is the situation at present in India. 
We will have to change the direction. It is 
necessary to change the present set up of 
administration, because it is the bureauc-
racy which implements the policies. It should 
be made result oriented . The Indian Admin-
istrative Service should be changed into 
Indian Development Service. Officers should 
be given a target and asked to fulfil rt. If they 
fail in doing their job, they shouk.l be asked to 
go away. 

[English} 

Make their service, after a particular 
stage of Join Secretary, contractual. 

[Translation] 

This change should be brought. 

[English] 

The fault is not on the individuals. They 
are the best people. They are the pick of the 
country. It rs not their fault. The fault is of the 
system. This system is not result-oriented. 
That is why I have been constantly saying to 
introduceAuthorlty, Continuity and Accounta-
bility. ACA. Please introduce this mantra if 
you like to call it or this formula and then you 
will find a revolutionary change both in the 
public sector and everywhere. In the public 
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sedor and in all the industrial sectors if you 
really want growth, bring about participatory 
work culture. The only way you can enthuse 
the working class is to make them f u II part-
ners, not by just appointing one or some 
members on the Board of Directors. They 
should be full partners in the very process of 
production and growth. If you do this, the 
Trimurthi culture, as I call it, and if you 
introduce that in your industrial field, in your 
business and economic activity, I will tell you 
still you can make this country self-reliant. It 
has got excellent talent in the field of Science 
and Technology. There are brilliant young 
people and scientists in our country. There-
fore, if you introduce this, you can still make 
this country not only self-reliant but also 
competitive with any devek>ped country of 
this world. With this aim, 1f you go in for a 
structural change in the wheel of industrial 
growth, industrial production which 1s the 
very crux, very heart of the progress of this 
country. you can achieve a lot. I would plead 
with this Government one thing. I beg of you 
not to have debating or scoring points and 
not to finding fault with this side or that side. 
Let us see where we have gone wrong. I 
have myself given example of where we 
hc.ve gone wrong. So, if the matter is taken 
in the right spirit, I am still hopeful that we will 
find a new era emerging in this country. 

I thank you very much for giving me this 
opportunity. 

SHRI RAMASHRA Y PRASAD SINGH 
(Jahanabad): I beg to move: 

"That the Demand under the Head 
Department of Industrial Development 
be reduced by Rs. 100." 

[Need to establish a cement factory 
by the Cement Corporation of India 
in Jahanabad district of Bihar] (6) 

"That the Demand under the Head 
Depanmentof rndustrial Development 
be reduced by Rs. 100." 

[Need to establish leather industry 
in Masaudhi sub-division of Patna 

district of Bihar] (7) 

"That the demand under the Head 
Department of Industrial Development 
be reduced by Rs. 100." 

[Need to re-open the closed unit of 
Fatuha Scooters located in Patna 
district of Bihar] (8) 

"That the demand under the Head 
Department of lndustri~Development 
be reduced by Rs. 100." 

[Need to re-open the closed unit oi 
Dalmia industry in Rohtas district of 
Bihar] (9) 

"That the demand under the Head 
Department of Industrial Development 
be reduced by Rs. 100." 

{Need to declare Jahanabad dis-
trict of Bihar as 'no industry dis-
trict.'] (10) 

"That the demand under the Head 
Department of Industrial Development 
be reduced by Rs. 100." 

[Need to set up industries in Jaha-
nabad district of Bihar.] (11) 

"That the demand under the Head 
Department of Industrial Development 
be reduced by Rs. 100." 

[Need to provide loans to poor vil-
lagers of jahanabad district of Bihar 
for setting up village and small 
industries] (12) 

"That the demand under the Head 
Department of Industrial Development 
be reduced by Rs. 100.~ 

[Need to provide loans to unem-
ployed youth of Jahanabad district 
of Bihar for setting up village and 
small industries.] (13) 

''That the demand under the Head 
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Department of Industrial Development 
be reduced by Rs. 100. -

[Need to provide grant-in-aid to 
Bihar Government for setting up 
cycle industry.] (14) 

"That the demand under the Head 
Department of Industrial Development 
be reduced by Rs. 100." 

[Need to provide grant-1n-a1d to 
Bihar Government fo~ setting up 
cement industry.] (15) 

SHRI P.C. THOMAS (Muvattupuzha): I 
beg to move: 

""That the demand under the Head 
Department of Industrial Development 
be reduced by Re. 1." 

[Need to encourage Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
people for starting industries.] (62) 

''That the demand under the Head 
Department of Industrial Development 
be reduced by Re. 1.,. 

[Need to boost agro·based indus-
tries.] (63) 

[Translation] 

SHRI UPENDRA NATH VERMA (Cha-
tra): Mr. Speaker, Sir. I was listening to the 
speech of hon. Member Shri Sathe very 
attentively. When he was mentioning indus-
trial policy of 1956, I felt that he will press for 
1t. but after listening to his speech now I think 
he is feeling sorry for the 1956 policy and 
feels that that policy was wrong. Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru said very clearly that big, 
medium and basic industries should be under 
the control of the Government and they 
should be kept in public sector. 

14.16 hrs. 

[SHRI VAKKOM PURUSHOTHAMAN in 
the Chairj 

Pandit Nehru wanted a controlled economy. 
He wanted that economy of the country 
shoulq not be in the hands of few persons. 
So in 1956 an industrial policy was formu· 
lated, which was the best policy a:ter inde· 
pendence. But it was not impleme.11ted and 
the result is before us. Sathe ji is very much 
worried about the poverty and unemploy-
ment in villages. There is no employment in 
villages these days. In villages the traditional 
artisans are out of Job. The implements 
which were made by them are now being 
manufactured by Tata The black-smith, 
carpenter, potter and washerman of the vil-
lages have lost their jobs and they have not 
been provided any alternative employment. 
Earthen pots etc. are not being produced in 
the villages. They are being produced in 
plastic or paper factories. A washerman was 
washing clothes in the villages with a very 
little capital. He was using an ass for trans-
portation of clothes. But now big laundries 
have come up and big capitalists are control-
ling the entire trade. A washerman has lost 
his livelihood. Similarly the poor fisherman 
were using a simple net and a small boat to 
catch f 1sh. But today big costly machines 
have been introduced in that field. In this way 
the fishermen have been made jobless. 
Similar is the case of weavers who have 
been rendered jobless. Gold smiths do not 
have any land or any other employn,ient and 
are engaged 1n their ancestral work are also 
facing the same fate. Machines have been 
imported from ltalay, Germany and Japan to 
manufacture ornaments and thus lakhs of 
people have been made jobless. 

Machines has also been introduced in 
the field of carpets. Hand made carpets were 
sold in the international market. The artisans 
who were engaged in this trade, do not know 
how to face this attack? 

Our planners thin~that U.S.A., U.S.S.R. 
and England are very prosperous and want 
to make India prosperous like U.S.A. and 
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U.S.S.R. But there is difference between 
India and U.S.A .. U.S.S.R. etc. We have less 
land and more population. Now India has a 
populatior:J of 80 crore and 50 lakh and we n 
have only 32 lack square kilometre land./I 
Russia has 224 lakh square kilometre land 
against the population of 27 crores. U.S.A. 
has a population of 22 crores and land to the 
tune of 94 lakh square kilometre. Those 
countries have more land and lesser popula-
tion while in India we have lesser land and 
more population. Here in our country ma-
chine is costly while the labour is cheap. In 
those countries labour is costly while the 
machines are cheap. 

After seeing towards these countries 
we also thought of making India like U.S.A. 
and Russia. But 1t is not possible. This led to 
deterioration of our condition and people lost 
their livelihood. In the ~lages where Pattals 
(plates made of leaves) were made by hand, 
machine has also reached there. Bidis are 
also being manufactured by machines. 
Machines have snatched employment from 
their hands. This led to unemployment in 
villages. You cannot imagine the impact of 
poverty there. 

Nowt he people in Bihar are being taught 
that only ballot cannot improve your lot. Your 
fate cannot be decided unless you use bul-
let. 

Our Planning is defective. We claim that 
production has increased. But in reality it is 
not so. Best quality of mica is available in 
Bihar. But the mica industries are being 
destroyed there. In 1972, two lakh labourers 
were engaged in mica industries. But after 
the creation of MITCO in 1972 the condition 
of the industries went on deteriorating. Now 
only 500 labourers are working in this indus-
tries. In this way 2 lakh labourers became 
Jobless. 

In the recent report it has been stated 
that mica worth Rs. 28.73 crores was ex-
ported. But this would have been to the tune 
of Rs. 200 core if export had been done with 
the usual pace. Previously, 600 mines were 
in operation. Today, only 35 mines are work-

ing and only 700 workers including 20o offi-
cers are employed in these min~. Out of 
these 2 lakh workers, who have been ren-
dered jobless, 75 thousand belonged to 
Bhuria and Mushar castes, who are most 
backward and poorer than even harijans. 
Even if the past growth rate had been main-
tained the export would have been to the 
tune of 17-18 thousand M.T. instead of 200 
M. T. as at present. The backward labourer 
are being told that when legal and non-
violent means are not available, then the 
only means availabel is the means of bomb. 
I want to say that a dangerous situ~tion like 
Punjab and Kashmir is also coming up in 
Central Bihar. If you ponder over these two-
four-five issues you will realise that injustice 
has been done to them and they have been 
rendered jobless. They have been made 
jobless and no alternative means of liveli-
hood have been provided to them, which will 
worsen the situation. When these young 
educated doctors, engineers and scientists 
go to their homes and see their parents and 
family members in hapless condition there 
they lose their balance of mind and take 
guns into their hands and attack banks. At 
present 90% of the bank dacoities are being 
commited by educated youth. The unlet-
tered youth in rural areas and liotring with 
jobs. This situation needs immediate atten-
tion. The situation is deteriorating very fast. 
The means of livelihood are no longer avail-
able in rural areas. Your schemes, whether 
they are wrong or right, are not being imple-
mented. In a country schemes are made for 
utilising the resources of the country, to 
provide jobs to unemployed youths and to 
bring equality in the society. But here the 
implementation of the schemes in making 
the things worse. It is regrettable that five 
year plans have resulted in worsening the 
unemployment problem instead of solving it. 
In the world India 1s the most indebted coun-
try. Unemployment has increased. Diseases 
have increased. We have not made prog-
ress in any field. This shows that shortcom-
ings are there in one field or the other. How 
to remove this? You are right when you say 
that administration should be set right. I 
remember that in 1966 an inquiry committee 
was constituted to enquire into the corrup-
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tion in Railways. Among others this commit-
tee consisted of justice Shri Mathew and Shri 
Vindhyawasni Prasad. tn the report of that 
committee it was clearly stated that corrup-
tion is railways has assumed so alarming 
proportion that if it is eradicated we can have 
railway tracks made of silver instead of iron 
in next ten years. This is the condition in 
other industries also. All our industries are 
running in loss. It is all due to rampant 
corruption from top to bottom in the society in 
all the fields of life. 

[English] 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please wind up. 

[ Translation] 

SHRI UPENDRA NATH VERMA: The 
reason of this corruption is the use of money 
in politics. Unless and until influence of 
money, muscle power and castism remains 
on politics we cannot have clean political set 
up. Industries and agriculture also cannot 
progress. With these words I support the 
demands tor grants. 

SHRI DAU DAYAL JOSHI (Kata) : 
Hon.Chairman, Sir now Lon demands re-
lating to Industries. 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Shri Joshi. 
speak in Sanskrit as ybu have started in 
Sanskrit. 

SHRI DAV DAYAL JOSHI: People will 
not understand and the reporters will also 
have difficulty. Sanskrit is the simplest lan-
guage. Computer have also provde this. 

A change has come in the country. We 
may thank Bofors for this. Today each and 
everybody in the country knows about it and 
believes that they have received kickback. 
You may givecreditto·Bofors forthischange, 
but one thing cannot be forgetten that Rajiv 
Gandhi made a blunder of his life by reduc-
ing the age of voting to 18years. This brought 

a doom for congress rule, because youths 
were very angry on account of the policies of 
congress. The moment they got voting right, 
they used it againstthe ruling party, because 
they were of the view that they are the people 
who are responsible to put them in the cate-
gory of unemployed. Alongwith other prob-
lems, unemployment is the biggest problem 
of the country. In reply to a question on 20-
3-90 Minister of Industries informed the 
House that at present there are 3 crore 27 
lakh registered unemployed in the oountry. 
Mr. Sathe, I am surprised to note that you 
criticised socialism and communism and 
praised the policies of your own party, but 
unemployment also increased in a great way 
during your rule. There is no country in the 
world where Planning Commission decides 
the policies and targets which will be achieved 
during that five yaar plan or this five year 
plan. We are going to start eighth five year 
plan and will prepare the 9th plan after a 
short period. So, Sathe Saheb, is it not 
q:>rrect that the shortcomings of our plan-
ning, which you have accepted, should not 
be criticised. But this is not the question 
before us at present, question before us is 
that why a thought was not .given to those 
shortcomings on account of which the num-
ber of unemployed went on increasing every 
year. I would request my Congress friends to 
think over the reasons of increase in unem-
ployment. There is no country in the world 
where revaluation is not done after achiev-
ing the targets of plan. But my friends made 
a fun of the youths of this country and they 
are facing the result of the same. In the 
previous Vidhan Sabha elections in Kota an 
youth put a slip in a ballot box, stating that we 
have elected Dau Dayal Joshi and Lalit ji, we 
are also electing you. They did not elected 
him only, but elected us in Kata, Bundi and 
Jhalawar Lok Sabha seats and we won all 
the 18 Vidhan Sabha seats from Jhalawar 
and Bundi and vanished Congress from there. 
He also wrote that if you will not be able to 
check unemployment and will not be suc-
cessful in providing jobs, then remember we 
can do the same with you also. I want to say 
hon. Ajit Singh, son of a great leader of 
farmers Charan Singh. who tried to give a 
new direction to the country, and Sharadjl to 
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start such industries which may provide 
empkJyment to the unemployed. If you want 
to constitute any committee or commission 
and want to prepare any industrial policy for 
prc)viding jobs to the youths, we are ready to 
give you cooperation. Ajit Singh Saheb, 
please think over it seriously. If you will not 
give a serious thought to this, you will also 
have the same fate which congress had in 
Kot a. 

You did not prepared correct policies. 
My friends f ram congress say that this Gov-
ernment is a Government of Comm1ss1ons. I 
would like to tell the hon. members that this 
Government is neither the Government of 
Commissions nor of Committees. This 1sour 
moral duty to correct your wrongs. We dis-
cuss different matters tn separate expert 
committees. For example, for the first time a 
health consultative committee have been 
constituted, in which out of 1 "\ members "\ O 
are doctors and one member is a Vaidya. I 
am a member of that committee. If 11 
members work with hon. Health Minister, 
then it is sure that something will be done. 
You never though1 about the ability of the 
members appointed in the consultative 
committees. 

Mr. Chairman, I was saying that indus-
trial poiicy should be villageonented, 1t should 
be agriculture oriented, so that more per-
sonscan be engaged in it. I req uestthat Tata 
should not be allowed to manufacture steel, 
sattand other things, because if these items 
are prodused by Tata, who win buy them if 
they are produsect in v~Jlages? Vino will buy 
the things manufactured m the villages if 
Oalda, sunlight, lifebuoy, lux etc. are pro-
dused by Hindustan lever ltd. So ban should 
be put on them. If rose brand match-box 
comes in an attractive packet who is going to 
buy the match-box produced in the villages? 
I, therefore, request the hon. Minister to ban 
the production of these items in big indus-
tries. A decision regarding this will have to be 
taken. Government should think over it very 
seriously. 

Last time Shri Ajit Singh informed the 
Hous• that more than Rs. 576 crore as 

central excise duty is due on 22 big industrial 
Houses, who were supporters of congress 
policies. It is very strange that this amount 
has not been realised from them so far. 
These industrialist evade so many taxes and 
do not pay income tax to the Aajasthan 
Government as well as the Central Govern-
ment. This arrear of Rs. 576 crore should be 
realised from these big industrialists includ-
ing Tata, Birla, J.K. Synthetic, D.C.M. etc. 
Force should be used to realise this amount. 
This amount was not paid on the basis of 
election donations under the influence of 
red-tapism and bureaucracy even after the 
decision of the Supreme Court. I would like 
to request you that strong steps should be 
taken to realise this amount. Mr. Chairman, 
Sir, you will be surprised to know that how big 
mdustria\ists were encouraged in this coun-
try. Up to last five years Birla set up 235 
industries one after the other. They were 
following 1he rule of getting back the amount 
invested, with in three years of the establish-
ment of the factory. In this way they set up 
235 factories. After that Government had to 
put a ban on the expansion of Birla indus-
tries. now the time has come when Govern-
ment sho'uld think how to promote cottage 
industries and agriculture based industries 
1n the villages in a big way. You will have to 
finalise a policy in this respect. 

Mr. Chairman. I want to draw your atten-
tion towards my constituency, Kata. which is 
an important district so far as industries are 
concerned. But now all the industries there 
are sick. They have been made sick in a very 
calculated way. Government give subsidy to 
sick industries. After getting it they run for an 
year ex so and again becomes sick and 
agan demand subsidy. I am unable to under-
stand why big industrialists are being paid 
subsidy in the name off armers. Government 
should think seriously about the Kota type 
sick industries. 

With the exception of 3-4 industries 
nearly all the industries in public sector are 
running in loss. They have shown loss ot 
crores of rupees. What is the use of such 
trade which continuously gives loss. We 
should, therefore, give a second thought to 
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our industrial policy. All such officers who are 
responsible for these losses should be dis-
missed immediately. Hon. Minister for In-
dustries should have the will power of his 
great father, who reached to the post of 
Prime Minister on account of his will-power. 
All those industries of public sector which are 
running in loss and in which Government 
had invested millions of rupees, should be 
closed and if you dismiss few officers who 
get Rs. 15 or Rs. 20 thousand salary and 
travel in Impala Cars, you can revive all the 
sick industries. 

Ayurved medical system 1s no~ getting 
recognition in railways and public sector. 
Those who want this treatment, are not get-
ting it. 

Mr. Chairman, Shmam Chemical In-
dustry of Kata is not providing any facility of 
chemical industry to its workers. Workers 
are agitating for that since long and about 
150-200 workers have been removed from 
service. H I get time to speak on the demands 
in respect of Ministry of Labour, I will tell in 
detail about it. In Kota and Rajasthan we 
have big m 1neral deposits. The marble avail-
able there is considered to be the best in 
world. This marble was used in Taj Mah~.I. 
But it is not being extracted in a scientific 
way . If it is done in a scientific way we can 
come out of that difficult situation in which 
previous Government left us and have to 
resort to over-draft. The previous Govern-
ment has left empty coffers. Government 
should pay attention towards the exploita-
tion of minerals in Rajasthan. An intensive 
survey should be conducted in this respect. 
Hit is done, Rajasthan can alone remove the 
poverty of India. There are rich deposits of 
silver, gold, zinc and iron ore in the Arawali 
ranges of Rajasthan. With these words I 
conclude. 

KUMARI UMA BHARATI (Khajuraho): 
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, Mr. Speaker had 
informed the House today that the Home 
Minister would make a statement at 2 O'clock 

in the afternoon. We are waiting for that 
statement leaving all our engagements, but 
the Minister has not turned up and he is yet 
to make his statement. Is it because he is 
afraid of some thing? Why he is hesitating to 
come before us? It is requested that he 
should come before the House and make his 
statement. 

( lnterruptionsO 

[English] 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY 
(Mangalore): We are also waiting for his 
statement. 

SHRI .T. BASHEER (Ch1rayinkil): It was 
assured that the statement will be made by 
the Home Minister. 

[Translation] 

THE MINISTER OF FOOD AND CIVIL 
SUPPLIES (SHRI NA THU RAM MIRDHA): 
Mr. Deputy Speaker Sir, the time was not 2 
O'clock. Presently he is busy in a meeting, 
he will come in due course. 

[English] 

PROF. P.J. KURIEN (Mavelipura): The 
u·nderstanding was that at 2.00 P.M., the 
Home Minister will make a statement. 

(Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, order. The 
Minister says that he will come as early as 
possible. Let us wait.~ 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: At 
least, somebody should be serious about 
this matter. 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: I think it is a 
very serious matter ... 

[Translation] 

SHRI SHOPAT SINGH MAKKASAR 
(Bikaner): You are not serious, though the 
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matter is very serious. 

[English] 

SHRI VAS ANT SA THE: I think the hon. 
lady member has much better sense and 
sensitivity than the Member who has inter-
rupted just now. 

[Translation ] 

SHRI SHOPAT SINGH MAKKASAR: 
We have seen their rule and the sense both. 

[English] 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Try to learn 
from them. I would like to submit that this 
House has been waiting srnce this morning 
to hear from the hon. Home Mm1ster the 
very-very reprehensible, serious and shock-
ing matter that has taken place. i.e. the brutal 
murder or assassination or massacre of our 
;:>eople in Kashmir-Mr. Kher of the H.M.T. 
and how we learn, even the Vice-Chancellor 
and hrs P.A. has been ~rll0d 

Sir, 1s this not serious now? This House 
rs supreme. The tradition of this House is, 
this House has always been treated as 
supreme and no other business can hold a 
Minister to say that he cannot come to the 
House. By how, this must have been com-
municatedto him. If he is busy with a meeting 
there, can't he come here for some time? 

(Interruptions) 

[Translation]· 

SHRI SHOPAT SINGH MAKKASAR: It 
1s a matter of shame that the people. who 
were not moved by the murders of the Ex-
Commander in Chief of the country and that 
of the then Prime Minister of India. We now 
showing these axiety over this matter. 

(Interruptions) 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: It did move us, 
that is why Government did tt. 

(Interruptions) 

[English] 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Are the friends 
from the Janata Dal justifying the killing of 
Mr. Khera and the Vice-Chancellor in Ka-
shmir by the terrorists? 

(Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In the morning some 
of the hon. members had suggested that the 
Home Minister should come before the 
House, but no time was fixed by the Chair. 
Now the Minister present in the House says 
that the Home Minister will come at anytime. 
So, we will have to wait for some more time. 

PROF. P.J. KURIEN (Mavelikara): The 
Chair said thatthe hon. Minister would come 
at the earliest. At the earliest means within 
1 O minutes. Now he is in the Vigyan Bhavan. 
It rs an utter negligence on the.ir part. The 
House is supreme. (Interruptions) 

[Translation] 

KUMARI UMA BHARAT!: A telephonic 
message has been received just now stating 
that a bomb has been lobbed on a train in 
Malad section of Bombay, as a result of 
which some 30 to 40 people have been 
killed. It is strange that despite such serious 
incident, hon'ble Home Minister choose to 
stay away. Anything may happen till evening 
today, we should not shield ourselves on the 
plea that since Congress people made a 
m 1stake thereby we are also entitled to commit 
the same mistake. This is no argument. We 
should avoid such arguments and call a 
spade a spade. The Chairman is requested 
to exercise his full powers and direct the 
Home Minister to report to the House imme-
diately. 

[English] 

SHRI DINESH SINGH (Pratapgarh): 
Now that this House has been left to the 
confidence of the Home Minister, at least the 
Home Minister should show us the courtesy 
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of saying when his presence could be ex-
pected in this house because all the mem-
bers would like to he present her:e to listen to 
the Home Minister. So. at least. he could 
show the House this courtesy that he could 
inform the House when it will be convenient 
for him to come. I am saying this only be-
cause we have been experiencing a strange 
practice in this House. Never before did we 
have a situation in which the House was held 
up because of the convenience of a Minister. 
tn the past, right from the Prime Minister, 
downwards to members, wheneverthe house 
summoned them, they came instantly. But 
now we have a government where the Home 
Minister's convenience has to be awaited by 
this House. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That 1s right. The 
problem is that the hon. Speaker had an-
nounced in the morning that the home Min-
ister would come as early as possible. But, at 
the same time. the Speaker was not compe-
tent to fix up the time. Now I request the 
Minister present here to ask the Home Min-
ister to come before 4 O'clock. 

THE MINISTER OF FOOD AND CIVIL 
SUPPLIES (SHRI NATHU RAM MIRDHA): 
He wili'come after attending a meeting. 

(interruptions) 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: The 
Parliament cannot be taken so lightly. (Inter-
ruptions) 

MA. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Minister, the 
Parliament cannot be subordinate to any 
other meeting. So, you kindly send a word to 
the Minister requesting him to come before 
the House before 4 O'clock. 

Mr. K.S. Rao. 

SHRI NATHU RAM M!RpHA: That is 
what I said. He will come before 4 O'clock. 

PROF. SAVITHRI LAKSHMANNAN 

(Mukundapuram): I want one clarification. Is 
rt 4 P.M. or 4 A.M.? 

MA. CHAIRMAN: It is 4 P.M. 

(Interruptions) 

15.00 hrs. 

SHRI K.S. RAO (Machilipatnam): In-
dustry is one of the or the most important 
sector or instrument to decide about the 
growth or prosperity of any nation. I wish the 
hon. Minister pays some attention towards 
my speech. 

Apart from the policies of the Govern-
ment it is also the concept, the vision, or the 
dynamism of the Minister that plays a role. 
By virtue of his being a youngster probably 
an ambitious and knowledgeable person, I 
think, Mr. Ajit Singh must be able to do at 
least some thing, if not rise totally to the 
expectations of the countrymen. 

It may be the case in regard to the 
undeveloped countries that agriculture plays 
a maJor role. But in a developing country or 
a·developedcountry, industrytakesthecake. 
And we. having achieved self-sufficiency in 
foodgrains it is time for us to concentrate 
more on the industry. An industry can be 
agro based, an industry can be manuf actur-
ing, transport, anything. So, industry has got 
to play a vital role in every sector. 

Unless there is production we cannot 
think of distribution. Unless the wealth is 
generated, we cannot think of rational distri-
bution among the people. So, we have to 
concentrate necessarily on production, which 
will in the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Indus-
try. 

Keeping this in our mind the policies of 
the Government the decision making of the 
Government plays a very key role. Apart 
from that, time also is very important. 

The policies of the Government-of the 
previous Government -clearly give us an 
impression that the growth in industrial pro-
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duction is substantial compared to even in-
ternational standards also. And the policies 
adopted by ~the earlier Government, the 
decisions taken by the earlier Government 
not only in one year, in all tt"ie last five years 
or even earlier also prove that the growth is 
substantial except perhaps of the year 1979-
80 when it went to the minus side of 1. 7 per 
cent. In 1998-89 it was 8.8 per cent, and it 
must be only going up and not coming down. 

SHRI BASUDEB ACHARIA (Bankura): 
What about the last year, 1989-90? 

SHRI K.S. RAO: In the last two to three 
months, we do not know. But earlier, cer-
tainly it was better and usually even the 
statistics reveal that industrial production 
was more, growth rate was more in the last 
two quarters. Unfortunately the last quarter, 
or the third quarter, 1s tith you. You can see 
the statistics. If there were to be something 
wrong in the last three months 1t will be with 
the policies of the existing Government anp 
certainly not with the earlier Government 

Productive employrryent 1s the major 
criteria and the key ~a industrial success is 
power generation. e know that there is 
shortage of power m the country. There 1s 
always a deficit in aim st all the States m the 
country. To think of industrial growth or in-
dustrial production the Minister should first 
think of power, though it does not fall within 
his Ministry. He must have a dialogue with 
the Ministry of Energy, he must have a 

' dialogue with the Ministry of Commerce 
without which there cannot be a guaranteed 
achievement. So, while it is our experience 
tn the past also, wherever we raise a ques-
tion in Parliament about the shortage of 
achievements in any sector the single an-
swer used to be shortage of resources. How 
will the resources come? The resources 
come only when there is production. How will 
the production come? Produdion come only 
when the capacity of the individual is more, 
or the skill of the individual to generate 
~ealth is more. So, basically the concentra-
tton must be in improving the skills of the 
individuals of the countrymen. In this regard, 
I have a suggestion to the hon. Minister to 

think of insisting or bringing a Statute by 
which every major industry must have a 
training school or college or institute by which 
they can give good training not only in their 
products which they are manufacturing but 
also several other connected things. The 
country today is short of skilled workmen 
though in number we claim that this country 
has got the biggesttechnological man power 
in the world. Given an opportunity, our engi-
neers and technologists have proved much 
better than the technologists in any of the 
most developed nations of the world. But at 
the lower level or at the floor level we have to 
take adequate care in training them, in im-
proving their skills, by which the cost of 
production can go down, the efficiency of an 
individual can go up and the prices will not go 
up. All these things will be added benefits. 

I always oppose the import of many of 
the items which can be produced in this 
country including oilseeds. In regard to the 
import of technology, from wherever it is, 
whichever part of the world it is, there need 
not be any hesitation. We have umpteen 
number of Non-Resident Indians living in 
developed countries, who are waiting very 
eagerly to see the policies of our country, to' 
see the dynamism or the decision making of 
this Ministry, wherein they can not only util-
ise their financial resources but also their 
technical skills in starting major industries, 
which can mainly act as import substitutes. A 
number of items, which we are importing 
today can be produced in our country itself. 
Because of that import, we are losing very 
valuable foreign exchange. It has become a 
maner of serious problem of balance of 
trade. So, this can also be sorted out. Our 
experience in the past also indicates that our 
technologists have got enough knowledge 
to adopt any latest technology available in 
the world; not only a~optation of technology 
but also research and development. But 
because of tbe inadequate resources avail-
able in regard to the research and develop-
ment, though not much has been done by 
our technologists in this regard, they have 
come to a stage where they can adapt any 
latest technology in no time. Japan is a 
concrete example before us. In Japan. there 
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was not much research and development 
compared to United States, but still today 
Japan has become a threat even to United 
States by its ability to adopt the latest tech-
nology and by hard work. Similar can be the 
situation in this country. We ~n also in the 
same way come up as what Japan has done 
and prove our mettle our confidence in this 
regard. 

Basicaltythe policy of the Ministry should 
be such that it must take care of motivation. 
Unless the policy adopted by the Govern-
ment motivates an individual or an industri-
alist to come forward with some conviction or 
with some assurance from the Government. 
the production will go down. We can take the 
example of the recent decision of the Fi-
nance Ministry in withdrawing the Invest-
ment Allowance. What are they doing with 
the Investment Allowance ?Why is rt allowed? 
The industriahst is allowed Investment Al-
lowance only to expand his industry or start 
a new industry. Presuming that the wealth of 
an industry or a corporation or·a company is 
going up and he is avoiding ta>e payment, still 
the tax is not going into his coffers. It is being 
used only for expanding his industry. That is 
a type of incentive for him to start more and 
more industries. The Government can think 
in terms of how to treat accumulated prop-
erty or wealth of a company. I have sug-
gested earlier in Parliament that unless there 
is a motivation an individual to generate 
wealth, the prosperity of the nation will not 
come up .. But the question comes: how long 
can we permit the accumulation of wealth in 
the hands of a few individuals? Can we not 
think in terms of treating this property after 
certain minimum levels or after certain fixed 

· levefs. as a trust property for which he is 
trusted? In which case we are not discourag-
ng an individual to generate more wealth 
and at the same time, we are ensuring that 
he wil not misuse that property for wrong 
ends. He will increase not only the com-
pany'swealth but nation's wealth. He will be 
ancreaaing not only his own product10n but 
also the country's production. He will also be 

helping the prices not to go up or in certain 
times prices to come down. A concrete 
example before us is cement production. 
Cement, when there were controls in this 
country, was selling at Rs. 80 or Rs. 90 per 
bag even 7 to 8 years back. But when the 
controls are removed, when the production 
is encouraged, the prices have come down 
to Rs. 50 to Rs. 54 per bag. I agree that it has 
gone up. now. But I am telling that with 
sufficient knowledge and authority. Maybe it 
may not be so in a remote part where cement 
is not produced. But in places lik& Andhra 
Pradesh where cement is manufactured in 
amb ample quantities and where prices had 
gone upto Rs. 70 and Rs. 80 per bag: these 
have come down to Rs. 50 and As. 52 per 
bag. Why I am giving this instance is that with 
proper policies of the Government not only 
production-can be increased but even prices 
can be brought down. I request the hon. 
Minister to think in a very detailed manner, 
assess the situation, make a thorough study 
and identify the areas where that type of 
policies can be used to achieve these objec-
tives. 

In regard to power, it is a common 
knowledge that several of the SEBs are 
causing heavy losses apart from not gener-
ating power required to start industries or for 
other purposes in the State. The thinking is 
going on for a long time of allowing the 
private sector to enter into power genera-
tion. I do not say that power generation must 
be accepted straightway to be taken up by 
the private sector. But when the Govern-
ment did not have funds. when the Govem-
ment cannot cater to the needs of the coun-
try or industrialists or the people, I do not 
understand what is the harm irrallowing the 
private sector to come and start power gen-
eration which can be a substantial help in 
promoting not only the power industry but 
other industries also. I did find in some 
earners that the Government is thinking in 
terms of allowing core sector also to be taken 
up by private sector. Similarty, in the case of 
newsprint, I read the other day that the 
Government has come up with a very liberal 
attitude in regard to the import of newsprint. 
I do not say that it should not be done. But it 
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could have been done withCJut wastage of 
foreign exchange and by encouraging some 
local ind~rialists to start newsprint industry 
in our country. We are not short of raw 
material or technology. We have tried it 
successfully in Tamil Nadu. I know a good 
number of industrialists are prepared to take 
up newsprint manufacture provide the Gov-
ernment comes up with a long terms policy. 

Licensing is one barrier in promotion of 
rndustries. ft is an eye sour to atl of us to see 
the pathetic conditions of any industrialist in 
getting his project cleared which is delayed 
oy some years sometimes. Though time and 
again, this Parliament has been discussing 
this subject of simplifying the procedures 
and rt has been promised by successive 
governments that it will do so but still much 
more has to be done. A day has come when 
the Government or the concerned officer 
representing the Government muS1 go to the 
house of an individual where he finds that 
here 1s a potential industrialist or a candidate 
who can undertake this industry. It 1s not that 
the industrialist or the person who wants to 
start an industry, must crawl before some 
officers or must go from door to door, from 
table to table, for months and years together 
1n the offices. butthe culture must be changed. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. ·Rao, the time 
allotted to the Congress member. Mr. K.S 
Rao rs only ten minutes and that too has 
been singed by the Congress Whip, Mr. K.S. 
Rao. 

SHRI K.S. RAO: Sir, the time allotted to 
our party 1s two hours torty-f ive minutes. This 
might have been incorporated by somebody 
else. not by me. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: But this is signed by 
Mr. K.S. Rao. Anyway, you have taken much 
more time, please conclude. 

SHRI K.S. RAO: Sir, the procedures 
should be simplified, cutting down red-tap-
1sm. If red-tapism is allowed in any activity, it 
is causing more than twenty per cent. That 
means. wasting the national resources, 
manpawer and everything. So, I request the 

hon. Minister that while simplifying the pro-
cedures, he must also think in terms of time 
value, cut down the red-tapism and also 
think in terms of decentralising the power of 
giving licences. I am happy that the Govern-
ment has started regional offices of DGTD or 
the licensing authorities in various parts of 
the country. This facility can be extended 
further and regional offices can be started in 
every State headquarters of the country so 
that people need not come to Delhi every 
time and waste their time and energy, or 
depend upon some middleman in getting the 
licences. 

With regard to our products being ex-
ported to various parts of the country, we 
have ample potential. But the normal com-
plaint is that the quality must be improved. 
This can be done if only the Government 
insists on maintaining certain standards in 
various products. H it were to have some 
rigorous checks on eliminating such industri-
alists who are not maintaining the accesied 
standards, not only we will get the potential-
ity of exports improved, but the image of the 
Indian industrialists and the image of the 
products of the country will go up in the 
international sector. This will help in the long-
term. 

Coming to public sector, much has been 
said by my senior colleague, Mr. Sathe ear-
lier. When public sector was thought over 
earlier by Jawaharlal Nehruji, and was 
thought as a product of socialism, I do not 
think Nehruji had ever conceived that social-
ism means distribution of poverty or losses. 
Hem ust have felt that by encouraging public 
sedor, instead of allowing the benefitsofthe 
industry to go to a few hands, they must go 
to more and more hands. But this will happen 
only when it gets dividends, when it gets 
profits, and not when it gets losses. H the 
public sector were to incur losses, distribut-
ing these losses to the people is contradict-
ing the very aim of it. So, the fear that if public 
sector were to be discouraged, the Govern-
ment will get a bad name, or by investing 
more and more in the publC sector only, the 
Government will get good name, should ba 
removed. I do not discourage the Govern-
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men~ from investing more m public sector, 
but they should invest more only when they 
could ~ure that the pu~hc sector gets the 
pro!its._This is possible only when workers' 
participaOOn ts allowed at every level, not 
only at the management or the board level 
but even at the floor level. We can see our 
own practical experiences. The moment 
nothing is secret to a worker working in an 
industry, the moment he comes to know that 
the particular industry in which he is working 
is incurring losses, he will not make any 
allegation against anybody. But today, he is 
kept in the dark. He is of the opm10n that it 1s 
because of the wrong policies of the man-
agement or because of the corruption at the 
highest level that the losses are being caused 
and not ~use he is not working. So, if 
things are known to him, tf he were to be a 
party to everything that 1s going on in the 
industry the problems can be sorted out and 
this public sector. where Rs. 70,000 crores 
of public money are invested, can yield 
substantialdividends,generatemorewealth, 
reduce the prices and be competitive to the 
private sector. Sir, l wish the hon. Ministerto 
concentrate more on the public sector and 
also ensure that the heads of departments, 
heads of industrials are men with commit-
ment, men with integrity, men with efficiency 
and also be accountable. H these are en-
sui-ed, public sector will be a success and the 
reaJ goal set for the public sect.Pr will be 
achieved. 

Sir, coming to the export-oriented units, 
I woukt Hke to ppint out that on many occa-
sions it has-a>me to our notce that in spne of 
the policies and the promises made, the 
export trade zone prorrnsed in V1zag has not 
taken the shape in reality. The sanction of 
the Government for opening a unit in Vizag 
for expott purposes has already been is-
sued. But so far nothing has been done in 
this 1egard. Vizag is one place where the 
palefttiatity for export of many items is avail-
able; So. !would request the hon. Minister to 
s• th9' this .becoqiea.a r~~J~ and imple-
ment 1he scheme already sanCtioned'-iOf.... 
Vizag. 

Sir, the other, day, I had beM to USSR. 
I found that the potentiality 1here was higJtr, 
running into lakhs of crores af rupaias. and 
when I had a discussion with the Ambassa-
dor and also other senior ~s. there. I 
came to know that the proper discussion in 
coming to conolusions was the main delay 
particularly in regard to tax mattacs and other 
things as to how to repatriate tttem, etc. l 
think this should not be the prctiam because 
ij can be a barter trade. Thafe. are lot ot 
equ'3ments and heavy engineering goods 
including aircrafts which can be imponed 
from the USSR and ia tum •e can export t> 
that country consumer goods.. etc.. t would 
therefore request the Minister to create a 
special cell particularly to take care of these 
things so that the trade between the USSR 
and our country can be increased and if 
necessary the Government can give encour-
agement or give incentives to the industries 
which come forward to take up production of 
export-oriented goods to the USSR. 

Sir, the Go"vernment is thinking of giving 
lot of incentives and subsidies to those who 
start the industries in the backward and no-
industry areas. As has been mentioned 
earlier, the Government or . the Finance 
Minister can think of permitting those people 
who come forward to start industries with 
tneir unaccounted money., The can be per-
mitted to start industries in the backward 
areas or no-industry areas by which the 
Government can, to some extent, solve the 
problem of finding resources. They can also 
save the money which 1s given by way of 
subsidy to those industries by withdrawing 
the same. 

Sir, another point is that housing is a 
maJOr industry, if you consider it as an indus-
try. l know that the Government did oonsider 
housing as an industry and it has been 
mentioned time and again trnrt ther-e has 
been shortage of dwelling units to the tune of 
20 million in this country. H the cost of con-
struction of each unit is taken as Rs. 20,000, 
it would entaH a cost of about Rs. 40.000 
crores for providing thos9 20 miHion dwemng 
utrtts. The industry requtdng $UCh a huge 
a~nt for, t~_ construction of 20 million 
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dweling units can be started with the availa-
bility of indigenous materials and manpower 
within the country. This way a very hectic 
activity by employing thousands of people 
can be started. Sir, this country has got very 
good potential in increasing the agricultural 
production, but because the farmers are not 
getting remunerative prices, agro-based 
iotlustries do not take initiative. If the Gov-
ernment takes initiative or encourages the 
agro-based industries by giving enough 
incentives to those starting industries in those 
areas, not only our produdscan be exported 
to other countries butthe farmers will also be 
able to get remunerative prices for their 
produce. ff the farmers are assured of remu-
nerative prices, the)' wm take keen interest Jn 

increasing their production. For example. oil 
seeds and other agricultural produces can 
be increased. Similarly, fruit processing 
activities can be brought under agro-based 
industries. 

Sir, regional imbalance 1s one reason 
for backwardness of many areas. While there 
were differences opinion or some petty ten-
dencies of regionalism or language are 
coming up, some of the people can be pro-
voked in certain parts of the country. It is 
basically because regional imbalance. When 
they find that the people living in a particular 
area are better of, Compared to them, natu-
rally a type of jealousy or some kind of 
dissatisfaction sets in their mind and this will 
be taken advantage of by some vested inter-
ests and put them in the wrong path by which 
the r.ation has to face so many problems 
which we are facing today in different parts of 
the country. So. by avoiding these regional 
imbalances we can sort out those problems 
also. It is a common knowledge, Sir. that a lot 
of industrial development corpomt1ons are 
there in every State, but to tell you the truth, 
not one corporation or not one official work-
ing in those corporations could advise the 
promoters well as to which industry can be 
started first. The promoters are left to their 
fate and many a time when they could not get 
the right industry, the industry is failing and 
public money 1s put to loss. So, a proper 
survey must be conducted by the Industries 
Department and suggestions should be given 

or advice shoutd be given to the prospective 
promoters. 

Coming lastly to Andhra Pradesh, Ajit 
Singh Sahib, Vijayawada is a place where 
colour picture tubes are contemptated since 
4--5 years and a lot of injustice has been done 
to that place in Andhra Pradesh t1,' notdear-
ing the colour picture tubes, for which they 
have applied earlier, but certain other parts 
where they applied later, that licence was 
cleared and not this in spite of the rich 
resources and potentialities both in man-
power and inputs in Vijayawada. So, I re-
quest the hon. Minister to clear this colour 
picture tubes proposal in V~jayawada imme-
diately, without any loss of time. 

Similar is the case with soda ash fac-
tory, which was contemplated a long time 
back in my constituency, Machilipatnam. 
The sea cost is there, there are a lot of 
fac11ites for producing the salt. Everybody, 
even the Government felt, the industrialists 
felt that that 1s the right place to start a soda 
ash factory. For reasons not known it is not 
coming up and I request the Minister to look 
into it. {lntlmuptions) 

Sir, the gas and oil has been strict in 
abundance in Andhra Pradesh, in Krishna-
Godavarin basi, and instead of transporting 
that oil or gas elsewhere to distant parts, I 
request the hon. Minister to think in terms of 
starting an oil refinery in the Krishna-Godav-
an delta to ensure that the cost of refining the 
oil and then suppfying it to the other parts of 
the area will be less and also there will be an 
economic activity in that part. 

Similarly, the Government of Andhra 
Pradesh was seeking the permission of the 
Central Government to start gas-based power 
generation. I say that if the hon. Minister or 
his Government were to take an earty deci-
sion to accept the power generatt0n in pri-
vate sector, there are umpteen number of 
people in Andhra Pradesh even to start the 
power generation based on the gas avail-
able. 

My last point is, the Khadi and vinage 
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industries is one area where the employ-
ment can be generated in abundance in rural 
areas. tt is unfortunate that though it is being 
said time and again in the Legislatures and 
Parliament about the KVIC and its propos-
als, not adequate publicity was given inJhe 
rural areas about the facilities that are being 
given by the Khad~and Village Industries 
Corporation and the allotment of funds also 
is very meagre. So, I request the hon. Minis-
ter to multiply the allocation to the Khadi ~nd 
village industries, start tramirig centres in 
rural areas, link it up with KVIC and also the 
financial institutions by which lakhs of unem-
ployed poor youth who are 1n rural areas 
need not feel desperate and the employ-
ment can be generated with less cost and 
there will be peace in the rural areas also by 
which we will be checking the urban migra-
bon. So, Sir, I request the hon.' Minister to 
concentrate on these matters and also en-
courage self-employed people by allocating 
more funds. 

I express my thanks to the hon. Minister 
as well as the Chairman, and I will be more 
thankful if these things are brought into ac-
tion. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr Basu deb 
Achana, the total time allotted to your 
Party is 27 minutes and three names have 
been given from your Party. 

SHRI BASUDEB ACHARIA (Bankura): 
Sir, it is not three: only two names have 
been given. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Alright, please con-
clude in 15 minutes. 

SHRI BASUDEB ACHARIA: Mr. Chair-
man, Sir, the problems of industry in our 
country cannot be discussed in isolation 
because it has a hnk with the financial in-
stitutions and the MinistriQs of Steel and 
Energy. Since the Ministry of Steel is not 
supplying pig-iron, the engineerir:ig indus-
tries " West Bengal are suffering very 

much. Due to shortage of pig-iron, many of 
these industries have been closed down 
and even some farm pipe manufacturing 
industries have been closed down due to 
shortage in the supply of pig-iron. sOme· 
times, we come across problems in reha-
bilitation of the sick industries due to non-
cooperation of the financial institutions also .. 
So, the role of the financial institutions 
should also be discussed when we dis-
cuss the problem of industrial situation of 
our country. The industrial scenario of our 
country is still bleak and we do not see 
any ray of hope. With very meagre alloca-
tion this year, I do not know how the 
Government will be able to tide over the 
problem which the country is facing today 
in the industrial field. The altocation. for last 
year was Rs. 683 crores and this year the 
allocation is less than what was the re-
vised allocation of last year. It is about Rs. 
662 crores. So, with less allocation, the 
problems of industry-closure and sick-
ness of industries-cannot be solved. 

Sir, there is a necessity for change in 
the direction and change in the policy. 
Why there are so many closures?. Why a 
large number of small, medium and large 
industries have fallen sick? There was an 
Industrial Policy Statement in the year 1980. 
That Statement was based on the Indus-
trial Resolution which was adopted in the 
year 1956. Therefore, the 1956 Resolution 
formed the very basis of the Statement 
which was adopted in the year 1980. What 
was the main feature of the Industrial Poky 
of 1956? 

What are the main features of the In-
dustrial Policy of 1956? It is based on 
socialistic pattern of society. The main 
emphasis was laid on public sector under-
takings. The major industry would be public 
sector undertakings. But the statement of 
Industrial Policy of 1980 is a clear depar-
ture from the Industrial Policy Resolution 
which was adopted in the year 1956. The 
door of our country was wide opened. 
Import liberalisation policy was adopted. 
We have seen in the last 5 years, the 
policy of self-reliance which was the basis 
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of 1956 resolution was given a go-by. 
Indigenous industry was given a go by. h 
is not only technology was imported by 
raw materi~ls were also allowed to be 
imported and we have seen how the jute 
industry which is one of the very important 
industries of West Bengal, which alone 
employs about 2,50,000 workers, with more 
than 40 lakh pea~ants and agricultural 
workers engaged in the cultivation of jute, 
was ruined because of the import liberali-
sation~ because synthetic granule. was al-
lowed to be imported and synthetic bags 
were allowed to be manufactured. 

Import liberalisation poltcy was further 
liberalised. We have seen how thousands 
of industrial units were closed down in the 
year 1984. 62,000 small, medium and large 
industrial units were closed and this num~ 
ber was increased to 1,72,000 in the year 
1989, within five years. We have seen how 
an important industry of West Beng~ 

remained closed for 18 months although 
there was a demand for the product of that 
industry. That industry prodtices boiler for 
thermal power station, ACC Bapcock. That 
tnd~stry remained closed for 1 B months 
bee.use of the policy of import liberalisa-
tion. The boilers were allowed to be im-
ported from foreign countries and now 
indigenous industry was deliberately made 
sick. 

There are problems in taken-over units 
also. Some sick units were taken over. But 
taking_ over a sick unit will not solve the 
_problem of that unit unless the working 
capital is provided to make that unit viable. 

We have seen how, without arranging 
to make them viable, those units are deno-
tified and being liqwdated. We have been 
the case of Bengal Potteries. Bengal Pot-
teries is an important industry of West 
Bengal which employ 4,500 workers. There 
was an agreement. Tata Consultants sub-
mitted a report. The report is that with an 
investment of As. 1 O crores for divers if ica-
tion and working capital for Rs. 5 crores, 
this industry can be made viable. But this 
proposal was rejected in the year, 1987 

and it was then denotif ied and the trade 
union went to High Court and that notice 
has been stayed by the High Court and 
still it is hanging. Similar is the problem of 
Mohini Mills. It was taken over unit and 
Government, without nationalising it, and 
making it viable, it has been denotified. 
Then the problem of nationalised units like 
Cycle Corporation of India. The Cycle 
CQrporation of India, the Sen Raleigh was 
taken over nationalised but working capi-
tal is not being provided. Raw material is 
not g~ven and deliberately these two units 
in West Bengal, have become sick and 
some day, Government will take decision 
to sell these, just like Scooter India Ltd. I 
do not know what will be the fate of Soooter 
India Ltd, because a decision was taken 
by the Cabinet to sell Scooter India Ltd. 

For the rehabilitation of siek indus-
tries, a Board was constituted, BIFR and 
the Board has four benches in Delhi itself. 
There are more tfian 1 , 100 cases, more 
than 600 sick industries which have got 
themselves registered. But, this Board has 
started functioning since 1987 only. This 
Board could dispose of 36 cases. From 
West Bengal, more than 200 cases have 
been referred to this Board. So, there is a 
proposal for setting up of a bench in Cal-
cutta because for each and every case. 
say for one industry, which has been re-
ferred to BIFR for hearing, the representa-
tives from State Government, trade union, 
from the management side, will have to 
come and appear. For every hearing, they 
will have to come to Delhi for hearing. So, 
there is a proposal by the Government of 
West Bengal that there should be a sepa-
rate Board in Calcutta as there are large 
number of cases from West Bengal to be 
referred to BIFR and BIFR is taking much 
time to dispose of the cases and the pur-
pose for which this Board of Industrial 
Reconstruction has been constituted is not 
being served. 

But this Board is meant only for the 
large industries, for the big industries. But 
the sickness is in the Small-Scale Indus-
tries. As per the Report of the Reserve 
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Bank of India more than three lakh indus-
tries have falled sick. In terms of percent-
age it is 95. 

SHRI HARISH RAWAT (Almora): As 
long as your Government will continue in 
West Bengal, more number of industries 
will be closed down. 

SHRI BASUDEB ACHARIA: Of this, 
95 per cent belong to the small industries. 
For the small industries, for their rehabilita-
tion. for their revival, there 1s no such 
Board. The function of BIFR 1s only for the 
large industries, for the big rndustnes. There 
is some inter-Institutional Body. But the 
functioning of that body.is not to make any 
proposal for revival or for rehabilitation of 
the small industries. So, there should be 
some separate body, high-powered body 
which can make proposal for rehabilitation 
of the small industries, sick industries 
because a large number of sick industries 
are there. 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: You will make 
them sick and somebody else should take 
care of that. 

SHRI BASUDEB ACHARIA: It is be-
cause of your policy. I have already ex-
plained that. You were not here. I have 
already explained why the industries have 
fallen sick. Then, there is the problem of 
ancillary industries. To remove the prob-
lem, Ancillary Industries Development Pro-
gramme should be taken up. In West 
Bengal itself there are as many 85 public 
sector enterprises which can play an im-
portant role in the ancillary industries 
developm~nt. 

Out of the 85, only 15 such public 
sector undertakings have constituted Plant 
Level C<>mm!!tees. Those Committees also 
do not meet regularly. Even the public 
sector enterprises awarded ancillary status 

to about 200 small-scale units. Many of 
the ancillary industries have constant 
comp1aints that the public sector undertak-
ings are not placing orders on them in 
accordance with the BPE guidelines. So, 
these big industries and the public sector 
industries can play a big role in developing 
the ancillary industries in and around the 
big industries. As the modernisation of 
some Steel Plants like Durgapur and 
llSCO will take place, in and around them 
there are a large number of industries. The 
big Steel Plants can play a big role in de-
veloping these ancillary industries so that 
hundreds and thousands of unemployed 
youth can get employment. The unem-
ployment problem and industrial problem 
cannot be discussed in isolation because 
of its relation with our land reforms. Pur-
chasing power cannot be increased with-
out having radical land reforms. Mr. Sathe, 
you were saying that if we have industries, 
if we can increase the number of indus-
tries, if we can have our infrastructure then 
we can increase the purchasing power. 
But 30 per cent of our people have no 
lands. Unless we give them lands, unless 
their purchasing power is increased. noth-
ing can be achieved. Of course, we can 
have industries. But similar problems will 
be there. So, those problems have to be 
solved. Therefore, this cannot be discussed 
in isolation. 

Sir, there are a large number of indus-
tries in West Bengal We met the Industries 
Minister and suggested to him that there 
should be a meeting with MPs from West 
Bengal because there are a number of 
problems, there are a number of sick in-
dustries. A large number 

of industries have been closed down. 

The units which have been taken over 
have been de-notified. So, I again suggest 
that there should be a meeting with MPs of 
West Bengal so that the problems of in-
dustries of West Bengal can be discussed 
and as there are acute problems, we can 
solve some of the problems of industries 
of West Bengal. 
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[Translation ] 

~I RAM PUJAN PATEL (Phulpur): 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I support the the budg-
etary demands for grants for 1990-91 pre-
sented by the Minister of Industry. I would 
like to put forward my suggestions with re-
gard to the Government policy towards a 
solution of un-employment problem in the 
country. 

India is predominantly an agricultural 
country. In such a country developmen1 of 
a comparatively large number of small 
scale industries is required, because 1t 1s 
not possible to provide employment oppor-
tunities to farmers and the poor through 
big industries. Eighty percent of the popu-
lation of India live m villages, but as far as 
the development of villages 1s concerned, 
their participation in the industrial sector is 
quite negligible. tt is seen that that the big 
industrialists who are given loans to run 
the i(1dustries, do not run them properly. 
They have a tendency to close down these 
industries after showing losses for two or 
three years. Government lacks any such 
machinery which could recover money from 
them. It has to continue itself wrth accept-
ing the items of machinery and other things 
whatever the industry might have 1n its 
possession. 

It 1s 1mperat1ve to provide employment 
to our manpower. If we fail to provide em-
ployment to them. it will give rise to unem-
ployment and frustration. A frustrated youth 
1s prone to be m1sgu1ded and attracted to-
wards unsocial activities. So 1t 1s neces-
sary that special attention 1s paid to the 
setting up of small scale industries in vil-
lages. My experience of the last few years 
show that there 1s a large scale propa-
ganda about providing employment to the 
people by means of computerisation. But 
qurte on the contrary. I have seen that that 
it has bad to unemployment among the 
youth of the country. Computer should be 
adopted only for such tasks which can not 
be performed by man. No computer is 
required where man can do the 1ob. More 
are affect to instal computers at compara-

tively smaller Railway Stations. These 
should be installed only at such places 
where it is impossible to do without them. 
Excessive computerisation will only lead to 
further unemployment. It will make our 
youth idle. 

One more thing that we see to day is 
that big industries are depending more 
and more an automatic machines. Auto-
matic machines should not be used in jobs 
like taking reading or arranging things 
properly which can be handled manually. 
Today even the electric bills are being 
prepared with the help of romputers. 
Computers sometime, prepare inflated Bills 
say if it is for Rs. 1 00/- it will show Rs. 
10,000/-. Complaints to rectify such mis-
takes remain unattended to in the office. 
They plead that such the bill was prepared 
by computer, it can not be wrong. I have 
also received such an inflated telephone 
bill. The same argument is being advanced 
that such the bill was prepared by a 
computer, it is bound to be correct. If the 
same would have been prepared manu-
ally. The person concerned might have 
admitted his mistake and rould have rec-
t1f ied the mistake several aggrieved parties 
would admit it that no clerk or officer would 
agree to correct the mistake. Ultimately 
one is forced to resort to bribing to get the 
needful done. By adopting unfair means 
one can get ones work done. 

Mahatma Gandhi the father of the na-
tion, had advocated the promotion of ex>t-
tage industries for a prosperous India. He 
was of the opinion that unless we promote 
our cottage industries, poor sections of our 
people cannot prosper. There plenty of 
such raw material in the villages based on 
which a number of small scale industries 
can be set up in the villages. The villagers 
do not stand to gain anything, in case, 
such industries are not set up there. You 
must have observed that the sugar mill 
norms have evolved a system under which 
only one sugar mill can operate with in the 
range of 40 KM, which means that no 
licence for setting up another sugar mill in 
the radius of 40 KM, will be permitted. It 
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leads to expk>itation of the farmers. He will 
have no option but to sell his sugar cane 
to the sugar mill of th4 area concerned. It 
will be observed that only 35 per cent of 
the total sugar cane produdion of the 
country is procured by the sugar m_ills for 
creesing, while arrangement for creeshing 
of 'the balance production of 65 percent of 
sugar cane has to be made by the farmer 
himself of the 35 percent production of 
sugar cane, the recovery of sugar by sugar 
mills is 10.5 per cent which the recovery of 
Gur etc, by creeshing of sugar cane by 
Kolhu etc. comes to about three and a half 
or quarter to three percent only. From this 
the extent of loss suffered by the country 
as a result ot creeshing of sugar canes by 
Kolhus etc. Can very wiH be judged. H we 
can make arrangement for creeshing 100 
percent of sugar cane by sugar mills, we 
can increase our sugar· production three 

_ times and we can avoid sugar imports. 
Due 10 the faculty policy of the Govern-
ment our farmers are not benefiting from 
the same and there is· misuse of the entire 
public money. We• are trying to import 
sugar from foreign countries. We can set 
up many small scale units in villages based 
on bagasse, the waste product of sugar 
·mills. We can set up card board or paper 
manufacturing units there which can use 
this bagasse as raw material. Thus we can 
provide employment opportunrties to our 
youth to a great extent. But we have not 
given a thought to this aspect so far. 

[English] 

PROF. P.J. KURIEN: Sir, you have 
given a direction to the hon. members that 

. before 4 P.M. The Home Minister should 
make a statement 

MA. CHAIRMAN: Two-three minutes 
more: wait. 

SHAI RAM PUJAN PATEL: Mr. Chair-
man, t was submitting how the setting up 
of sugar mills will benefit the farmers and 

ultimately the Country. There should be re-
laxation in the matter of of sugar indus-
tries. The absence of more relaxations in 
the matter licensing, will discourage set-
ting up of sugar mills. The benefit will be 
restricted to a elected number of people 
only. So. the attention of the Industry Min-
ister is invited towards the loss suffered by 
the country and the farmers on this ac-
count. 

Similarly automation has given a seri-
ous bk>w the handicraft industry of the 
country. Today we see that industries have 
entered even the small occupations like 
blacksmith. These sman occupations pro-
vide empk>yment to the poor. We should 
not grant any licence in these small occu-
pations to ensure work to the poor. 

The Railway Minister deserves our 
thanks for the instructions he issued to the 
Department of Railways to stop using tum-
blers made of plastic and to use earthen 
pots in th~ir place. h is no doubt a great 
thing for it would provide employment to 
lakhs of our people. 

It is strange that waver. as the cotton 
is grown in villages cotton industries can 
not be set up there. Thus the village people 
have been deprived of industries by this 
policy. Here my suggestion would be to 
encourage the growth of handloom and 
Khadi Villages in an effective manner. This 
inturn will provide employment opportuni-
ti~s to the poor in the prices of manufac-
turing of cloth in the Khadi Village indus-
tries. With the expansion of the handloom 
sector and with more opportunities to the 
people, our poor weavers, will get an 
opportunity to strengthen their economic 
and social status. They can achieve better 
place in the society. We will have to keep 
in mind a minus point in this regard i.e. 
while the cotton is grown in villages its in-
dustries are located in cities. We will have 
to rectify the position in this regard. Though 
there is rural and urban involved in this. 
The way the industrialists of this country 
have influenced the Government in this 
regard will have to be undone. 
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(English] 

MA. CHAIRMAN: Now it is 4 O'clock 
and it is time to take up Discussion under 
Rule 193. Has the hon. member finished 
his speech? 

SHRI RAM PUJAN PATEL: No Sir. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: He can continue 
tomorrow. 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: Sir, 
you have given a ruling that the Home 
Minister will come and make a statement. 

16.00 hrs. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Patel, you can 
continue your speech tomorrow. 

Now, it is 4 O' clock. It is time to take 
up the discussion under Rule 193. 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: Sir, 
you have given a ruling that the Home 
Minister will come and make a statement. 

(Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now, it is 40' Clock. 
It is quite unfortunate that the Home Min-
ister has not turned up. 

(Interruptions) 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: It IS 

THE MINISTER OF ENERGY AND 
MINISTER OF CIVIL AVIATION (SHRI 
ARIF MOHAMMAD KHAN): Sir, as the 
House was informed, the Home Minister is 
busy. 

SEVERAL HON. MEMBERS: No. 
( lnteffuptions) 

prof. P .J. KURIEN: Are you not 
ashamed of this? The House is supreme. 
( /nteffuptions) 

SHRI ARIF MOHAMMAD KHAN: Let 
me completed first. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Poojary, let him 
completed first. 

SHRI ARIF MOHAMMAD KHAN: Sir, 
at ~east let me complete the sentence. Sir, 
I have jtm now recerved the information. 
(Jnteffuptions) The Home Minister has al-
ready · approved of the statement. The 
statement is to reach here. It will reach 
any minute and as you have directed, Sir, 
the sta1ement will be read. 

SEVERAL HON. MEMBER: No. (In-
terruptions) 

AN HON. MEMBERS: By whom? 

SHRI ARIF MOHAMMAD KHAN: By a 
Minister. 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: No. (interrup-
tions) 

{ T ranslatiOn ] 

contempt of the House. SHRI JANARDAN TIWARI (Siwan): 
Why you are making unnecessary hue and 

(Interruptions) cry. (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Minister wants [English] 
to say something. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It is quite unfortu-
(lnterruptions) nate that the Home Minister is not here. In 

the morning itself, when the Speaker was 
MA. CHAIRMAN: Let us hear the Min- in the Chair, the Parliamentary Affairs 

ister. Minister was prepared to make a state-
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ment. But the House was not prepared to 
accept it. That was why, the Speaker ruled 
that the Home Minister wm be coming as 
earty as possible. And at 3 o· Clock from 
the Chair, I said that the Parliament is not 
subordinate to any other body or any other 
Meeting. So, I wanted the Home Mtnister 
to come before the House, before 4 
O'Clock. Now, if the House is satisfied with 
the 'Statement, I have no objection. 

SEVERAL HON. MEMBERS: No. 

SHRI ARIF MOHAMMAD KHAN: Sir, 
may 1 make a submission? My submission 
is that 1 will immediately convey to the 
Home Minister whatever you have ex-
pressed. Now, the House shall take up the 
discussion under Rule 193, on Gujarat 
riots. tn the meantime, whatever you have 
said, wit! be conveyed to the Home Minis-
ter. t wilt convey it now, Sir. (Interruptions) 

SHRI YADVENORA DATI (Jaunpur): 
Mr. Ctla1rman, Sir, may I request you to 
allow me to speak? ( lntemiptions~ As my 
friend, Shri Harish Rawat satd, if 1 remem-
ber correctly, the ruling was tnat the Home 
Minister shouk:J -come at the earliest oppor-
tunity. 

MR. CHAJRMAH: ift was rn the morn-
ing. 

SHRI YADVENDRA DATI: H I re-
member correctly-my friends Shri Ornesh 
Singh may correct me, if 1 am wrong-there 
was a time when Dr. Radhakrishnan called 
even the Prime Minister to come and 
address the House. So, may I request Shri 
Arif Mohammad Khan to convey this feel-
ing to the Home Minister and request him 
to come to the House at the earliest oppor-
tunity that he gets? (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let us hear the 
Madam now. 

[Translation] 

SHRIMATI JAYAWANTI NAVIN 
·CHANDRA MEHTA (Bombay North East): 

Mr. Chairman, Sir, this House has certain 
dignity, practices and traditions. Though 
hon. Speaker had desired Ute Home Min-
ister to be present here to make his stat• 
ment, he is not present, this is contrary 1o 
the established traditions. Nettling can be 
above this House. He should come here 
and make his statement. {Jnt81Rf11ions) 

[English] 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now, Shri Jaswant 
Singh. 

SHRI JASWANT StNGH: I yield to my 
senior colleague, the hon. Member from 
Pra1apgarh. 

SHRI DINESH SINGH (Pratapgarh): 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, the question that the 
hon. Minister, Shri Arif Mohammad Khan, 
tried to say was in relation to statement. 
The question never was of the statement. 
~ince this morning, the House took excep-
tion to the Home Minister not being pres-
ent here when such an important issue 
was being raised and when something so 
serious like this has happened yesterday. 

Now, the Speaker directed that the 
Home Minister should be here as early as 
possible only taking into account that 
message should be sent to the Home 
MiniS1er, he should prepare the statement 
and come here. Apparently, the Home 
Minister thinks that his business elsewhere 
is more important than his business in the 
House. We are not willing to accept that. I 
hope that no Member in this House will 
subscribe to this position that Parliament is 
r.iot important. The day we do that, democ-
racy will come to an end here and all these 
Mr.nisters will sit in their houses, and there 
wfll be no accountability to this House. Sir, 
it is because of that that we have brought 
to your ootice that we would wish to know 
at what time the Horne Minister would find 
it convenient from his various other activi-
ties to spare some time for this hon. House. 
You were pleased to direct that he should 
come here before 4 O'clock. For him, I 
could have understood that the statement 
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was not ready. He should have been here 
to te.R the House, ''The statement is not 
ready. I sha~ take another 10 minutes, 15 
minutss or whatever the hme." I am sure 
the Halilse would have shown him indul-
genca. Instead he has arrogance not to be 
here before 4 O'clock. When you had 
d1redad two Ministers sitting here-who 
afe stilt sdting here-you had directed them 
to comray it to the Minister of Home Affairs 
that he should be here. I am amazed that 
a petSOn fike Shri Ar~ Mohammad Khan 
has tried to mislead this House by saying 
that some kind of statement is floating and 
rt as about to land in this House any moment 
mmus the Home Minister. What are we 
gomg to do with the statement? (lnterrup-
tf0f1s) 

I would beg of you to consider that 
this is the contempt of the House and we 
will not be willing to listen to the Home 
Minister if he behaves in this manner. 
(lnt~ions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I will hear you. Why 
don't you leave it to the leaders? Now, Mr. 
Jaswant Singh. 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH (Jodhpur). Mr. 
Chairman, Sir, I had earlier 1n the morning 
also submitted that we are part of the Gov-
ernment because we support the Govern-
ment. And m as much as we support the 
Government, we share the responsibQlrty 
of the Government. The hon. Member from 

' Pratapgarh, my esteemed senior colleague 
Raia Dinesh Singhji, has chosen to call 1t 
a contempt of the House. I am sure, that 1s 
a measure of his extreme concern not just 
about the incident itself that has taken-
place in Kashmir but also about the f.ad 
that the hon. Home Minister has. d.esplte a 
directive from the Chair, has not been a~ 
to appear here. I would like to assure you. 
Sir, and 10 all my esteeme"d colleagues m 
the Opposition that such a thWig would be 
the farthest in the mind of the hon. Minis-
ter. I am· sure, it is not out of any cons1d· 
eration of neglect or any other considera-
tion-leave alone contempHor the House. 
The House is 90Vereign. The House is 

supreme. No other business ... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: And yet not subordi-
nate to any other meeting or any other 
business. 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH: h is not. The 
House is not subordinate in its amven-
1ence and in its sovereignty to any other 
business anywhere else and the proceed-
ings of the House do indeed have prece-
dence. All that I wish to make as an 
appeal to my friends in the Opposition is 
that it is possible_that there is miscarriage 
of information. ( lnte"uptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Poojary, let him 
complete. 

(Interruptions) 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH: I can under-
stand that hon. Shri Poojary is so unre-
strained as to be incoherent. But the point 
1s, Sir, we cannot under the circumstancas ... 
( lnterrupt10ns) 

SHRI SONTOStt- MOHAN DEV 
(Tripura West): Please say something as 
to when he will ·be availabJe so that we can 
be satisfied. 

SHR1 JASWANT SINGH: I am going 
to say. I wish to make an appeal to you 
and to all my coUeagues in the Opposlion 
that w.e. may give another hour to the 
8hion Home Minister and I am sure that 
he win present himself in the House. with-
out meani1g any disrespect to the House. 
( fnt&rruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let some Minister 
say at what time he will be availab'8. 
Kindly fix up some time. lndefmite time is 
not satisfactory to the hon. Members. You 
say that he wiD come at 4.30 PM or so. 

SHRI ARIF MOHAMMAD KHAN: I to-
tally agree with what you have observed 
that no other meeting can have prece-
dence over the proceedings o1 the House. 
(Interruptions) 
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SHRI SONTOSH MOHAN DEV: Two 
of your colleagues were sitting here and 
they were told by the Chairman to pass 
this 1118S6age. ( lntem,.:Jtions) 

SHRI ARIF MOHAMMAD KHAN: I 
have come here for the discussion which 
is to be taken up at 4 P.M. Immediately I 
went to the lobby and have sent the 
message to the hon. Home Minister, as 
directed by the Chair, and I am sure that 
he will be here at the earliest opportunity. 
( lntem~ions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No. This 1s not the 
way. 

( Jnterrupt10ns) 

SHRI GUMAN LAL LODHA (Pali): Sir, 
this is not fair. (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN.: Please contact him 
and tell me as to when he will be available. 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: In 
the morning, in the wisdom of the Chair, it 
had been directed to the Government that 
the Home Minister should come to the 
House as early as JX>Ssible. At that time, 
Mr. Mirdha was here and he stated that he 
will convey this massage to the concerned 
Minister. Now also, Mr. Mirdha, a Minister 
in the Cabinet, is here. You can ask him 
as to whether or not he has conveyed this 
message to the concerned Minister. This 
is nothing but irresponsibility on the part of 
the Government. They cannot take the 
House so lightly. They should have regard 
and respect for the House. They do not 
have any responsibility. (Interruptions) 

[Translation] 

THE MINISTER OF FOOD AND CIVIL 
SUPPLIES (SHRI NATHU RAM MIRDHA): 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, the Government and 
my colleagues understand the seriousness 
expressed by hon'ble members in this re- • 
gard. 

( lntenvptions) 

SHRI VASANT SATHE; Haw~ con-
veyed it to him or not? 

• SHRI NATHU RAM MIRDHA: Yes, I 
have. I have honestly conveyed it to him. 
Am I telling a lie? All the Chief Ministers, 
and other big people and leaders are par-
ticipating in that meeting. He will come 
here as soon as he finds an opportunity to 
come her~. {lntsrruptions) 

[English] 

MR. CHAIRMAN: If that is so, he 
should have at least come within the lunch 
hour. He had not come during lunch hour 
also. The meeting was there afterwards 
(lnteffuptions) 

[Translation] 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: Has he any 
regard for the House? 

( lntenuptions) 

SHRI NATHU RAM MIRDHA: I have 
already conveyed to him. He has respects 
for the House. He attaches great impor-
tance to the House. He does understand 
your feelings. We very well understand 
your feelings. It seems that you have al-
lowed this stubborn attitude of yours to 
overtake you. 

[English] 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Minister you are 
nbt in a position to say as to when he will 
be available. 

SHRI NATHU RAM MIRDHA: I re-
quest the hon. members to kinoly listen to 
me. 

[Translation] 

You are .all very senior coUeagues. 
Please shun this attitude. He wiU deftnitely 
come and will r~ to you. He will hear 
you. No doubt democracy demands it. 
(Interruptions) 
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He very well understands what t~e 
democracy demands. We have all respect 
for you . . (Interruptions) 

[English] 

MR. CHA~MAN: Mr. Poojary, p(ease 
resume your seat. 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: I think, the 
hon. Minister, Shri Mirdha has compounded 
the matter by saying that he had conveyed 
the message and the directions given by 
you and also by the Speaker to the Home 
Minister. He compounded it by saying that 
he is busy in that meeting and cannot be 
disturbed. 

SHRI NATHU RAM MIRDHA: I never 
said so; do not put words in my mouth. I 
said he may be coming {Interruptions) 

SHRI VASANT SATHE (Wardha): He 
said that he was busy with the Chief Min-
isters and others and that he knows the re-
sponsibility. If rt rs agreed that this House 
1s supreme, then there is no problem: from 
today meetings of the National lntegrat10n 
Council or tomorrow there may be some 
other meetings, Cabinet or any other meet-
ing, will get precedence over the Parlia-
ment in spite of the ruling, then it is a 
different matter. If this is accepted that he 
was busy somewhere and, therefore, he 
cannot come here, as he 
said .. (lnterr uptions) 

[Translation] 

SHRI NATHU RAM MIRDHA: Nothing 
is above this House. We all understand 
this thing. 

[English) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Why is he not com-
ing? 

SHRI ARIF MOHAMMAD KHAN: I 
have atready conveyed to the Home Min-
ister. I would like to emphasise that no 
other meeting. no oth~r businAss can get 

precedence over the business of the House. 
There is no question of that ... • (lntemfJ-
tions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The problem even 
now is that you are not in a position to say 
when he would be available. It is only as 
early as possible ... (/ntem.ptbns) 

[ Translation] 

SHRI NATHU RAM MIRDHA: He will 
be here in an hour's time. In the meantime 
let us take up the Ahemdabad incident, 
issue pertaining to the Home Minister can 
be discussed later. What is the hurry. Can't 
you wart for an hour even? 

[English] 

SHRI JAGPAL SINGH: The House 
should be adjourned till the time the Home 
Minister comes ... (lntem.1ptions) 

SHRI M. J. AKBAR (Kishanganj): No 
business should be transacted until the 
Home Minister shows some respect to the 
Ho~se (lnte"uptions). Till the Minister of 
Home Affairs comes, there should be no 
business transacted ... ( Interruptions) 

SHRI ARIF MOHAMMAD KHAN: Shri 
Mirdha has personally gone. I am sure, the 
Home Minister must be on his 
way ... ( lnte"uptions) 

SHRI G. M. BANATWALLA (Ponnani): 
It is extremely shocking that despite the 
observations and the directions of the Chair, 
the Home Minister is still playing truant. It 
1s '!Ot merely irresponsibility, but I must 
say it is the height of irresponsibility. There 
is a further point to be considered. You 
are also enquiring from the Treasury 
B.enches about the time when he can be 
expected to be in the House. I, therefore, 
presume that - you think that even the 
Ahmedabad and Gujrat violence question 
could be debated in his absence. Sir, the 
question of violence in Gujarat is of equal 
importance and the Home Minister ought 
to be present here even for that discussion 
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also. Mr. Chairmen, Sir, I can understand 
that as far as the Kashmir question is 
concerned, certain developments took place 
without prior intimation and, therefore, 
perhaps the Home Minister is not here-
though that is not the excuse-but as far as 
the discussion on communal violence in 
Gujarat is concerned, it was decided by 
the Business Advisory Committee that it 
should be taken up today at 4 O'clock on 
the 11th day of April, 1990. I am sure the 
National Integration Council meeting must 
have been decided at least a week or 10 
days before the Business Advisory Com-
mittee took a decision to hold the discus-
sion on communal riots on the 11th of 
April But. Sir, it is unfortunate that even 
the Treasury Benches were not careful, 
even in the Business Advisory Committee, 
to point out that the date on which the 
discussion on communal violence is being 
kep in the House may not be suitable to 
the Home Minister. That shows the utter 
calbusness with which the Treasury 
Benches are working and that shows the 
calous manner tn which the business of 
the House is being taken. The business of 
the House is being taken in the callous 
manner. At least today at 4 O' clock, the 
Home Minister ought to have been present 
for the discussion on communal riots, as 
decided by the Business Advisory Com-
mittee. But even that he has deemed fit to 
violate. Therefore, ·the matter is serious. 
Whether it is the question of Kashmir or 
whether it is the question of communal 
violence in Gujarat and other places, for 
the purpose of constructive, meaningful 
and purposeful discussion, the Home 
Minister mlJSt be present in this House. 
That is our demand. 

[Translation] 

SHRI YAMUNA PRASAD SHASTRJ 
(Rewa): I had been ~stening to these things 
qulte altentivety. No doubt that the Ka-
shmiri students are heart reading. Our 
heads hang in shame over these inci-

dents. We have no words to disturb them. 
tt is a matter of shame for au of us that the 
General Manager of H. M. T. and the vice 
Chancellor of a university were brutally 
done to death. These incidents are no 
doubt heart rending. But to create bedlam 
all the issue that the Home Minister is not 
present here in the House to make a 
statement can not be justified ours is a 
democratic Government where Collective 
responsibility is there. Other Ministers are 
present here to represent the Government, 
in this situation acting against the decorums 
of the House and interrupting Its proceed-
ings over the issue of Home Minister's ab-
sence from the House, can not be said to 
be a correct thing. In this connection I 
r~collect an incident of Gujarat. During a 
certain Parliament session of 1985-86. The 
then Prime Minister Mr. Rajiv Gandhi did 
not attend the proceedings of the House 
for even one minute in that entire session. 
He absented himself for the entire session. 

( lnteffuptions) 

[English] 

PROF P. J. KURIEN: You were not a 
member then. (Jnteffuptions) 

[Translation] 

SHRI YAMUNA PRASAD SHASTRI: 
Honble Sathe ji was in the Cabinet then. 
Beside him Sarvashri Janardhana Poojary, 
Narasimha Rao and Dinesh Singh were 
there. These gentlemen did not consider 
such thing wrong then and they refrained 
from saying that the Prime Minister should 
be in the House while its proceedings are 
on. lnfact collective responsibility is the 
main thing. Coming by that in a similar 
situation that we are facing today, it was 
not proper to utter a single word in this 
regard. In view of this it is not proper to 
interrupt the proceedings of the House as 
we know that the concerned minister is 
likely to come to the House any moment. 
Gujarat care also be discussed here. The 
Mini$ters present here can note down the 
points and pass there on to the Govern-
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ment and the Minister concerned on the 
basis d that Government will answer those 
points and for that matter any minister can 
reply to them. He can also reply with as 
much responsibility as the Home Minister 
would. 

{English] 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shastri Ji, you have 
made your points. 

[Translation] 

SHRI YAMUNA PRASAD SHASTRI: I 
would only take to submit that the pro-
ceedings of the House should not be inter-
rupted and the baseless allegations being 
made against the Minister should cease. 

[English] 

SHRI G. DEVARAVA NAIK (Kanara): 
Sir, the news outside is that the Home 
Minister has resigned. Have you received 
any communication in this regard? 

SHRI T. BASHEER (Chirayinkil): Sir, 
regarding. the incident which had taken 
place in Kashmir, we had been asking for 
a statement actually from the Minister since 
yesterday, and not today. Yesterday, in 
the newspapers, this news had appeared. 
So, since yesterday, we had been actually 
demanding a statement from the Minister. 
But, he never turned up to this House. 
Now, this has become a usual phenomena 
that the Ministers are not coming to the 
House. At 4 O'clock, we had to start a 
discussion on communal situation in 
Gujarat. For that also, as Mr. Banatwalla 
has correctly put it, he should have been 
present in the House. You know. on April 
9th, i.e. Monday, the Minister made a 
statement on communal situation in Gujarat, 
in this House. Who was the Minister who 
made statement, then? It was Mr. Upen-
dra, who made the statement. On that day 
also, he was not present in the House. On 
behalf d the Home Minister, Mr. Upendra 
made a statement, on that day. 

This is the way, in which this Govern-
ment is conducting the business in this 
House. It is very unfortunate. This House 
is supreme. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Sir, There is no 
doubt about it. 

·SHRI JASWANT SINGH: Sir, I want 
to made a submission. 

SHRI A. K. ROY: You have already 
spoken. Let me make a submission. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Unfortunately, the 
Leaders have got some priority. I will hear 
you, after he makes his submission. 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH: Sir, you 
please hear the hon. Member from Dhan-
bad. 

SHRI A. K. ROY: Mr. Chairman. Sir, 
the situation may not be so serious in the 
House, but it is very serious outside. We 
should not waste time-regarding statement 
or formality or issue which we are raising 
now-on any of these non issues. 

Yesterday, a news came that the Gen-
eral Manager of HMT was killed. Today, I 
was just now informed about the de.ad 
body of the Vice-Chancellor. This news 
has just now come in. Many people have 
gone there. So, the situation outside is 
very serious. In order to keep or maintain 
the routine decorum. we should not waste 
any time on any of the non-issues and the 
discussion should proceed immediately. 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: On what? 

SHRI A. K. ROY: On communal situ-
ation in Gujarat. (Interruptions) 

THE MINISTER OF ENERGY AND 
MINISTER OF CIVIL AVIATION (SHRI 
ARIF MOHAMMAD KHAN): All these 
questions should be addressed to the 
Government. The Cabinet system func-
tions on the basis of the principle of collec-
tive responsibility. 
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SHRI JASWANT SINGH: Sir, there is 
some substance in what my esteemed col-
league hon. Banatwallaji has said. Let us 
separate the two the anguish and anxiety 
of the House about Kashmrr and the 
demands that the House had made on 
which the Chair had given directions. So 
far as communal notrng in Gujarat is con-
cerned, there is an aspect of collective 
responsibility of the Cabinet. If there 1s a 
Cabinet Minister, who is handling it, then I 
woutd appeal to you that, let us proceed 
with the discussion on Gujarat and after 
that let us go in for other aspects. 

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE 
(Bolpur): Sir. all sections of the House 
wanted an early discussion on the situ-
ation in Gujarat. It is necessary since the 
matter had also been decided by the 
Business advisory Committee let us start 
the discussion. It was to st3rt at ~ O' 
(Interruptions) 

I am not trying to exonerate the lapse 
on the part of anybody in the House. That 
is not the question. The question is whether 
a discussion on an important subiect will 
begin or not just because of the absence 
of a particular Minister. That 1s the point. 
Therefore. I would request, let the discus-
sK>n start. It is very vital. It will take time. 
Many Members are willing to speak and 
the Minister can certainly reply to their 
points. 

SHRI BASUDEB ACHARIA: The time 
should not be wasted. 

MA. CHAIRMAN: The hon. Minister 
says that Mr. Mirdha has gone to fetch the 
Home Minister. 

16.30 hrs 

(MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER in the Chai~ 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: We have just 
heard a strange phenomenon. A Minister 
has gone to fetch the Home Minister. (Inter-
ruptions) 

SHR1 SOMNATH CHATTERJEE: Are 
you really serious to discuss it or not? 

SHRI AFUF MOHAMMAD KHAN: My 
senior colleague, Shri Nathu Ram Mirdha, 
has gone to meat the Home Minister per-
sonally so that he can convey the feelings 
of the hon. Members of the House and the 
observations of the Chair. This is what I 
have to say. 

SHRI DINESH SINGH.: It is strange 
that a Minister has gone to fetch the Home 
Minister. In this country, it has been only 
customary for brides to be fetched by others 
but not Mlnisters to be fetched by others. 
It is a serious matter. ( lnte"uptions) 

SHRJ SOMNATH CHATTERJEE: It is 
wholly unnecessary. (Interruptions ) 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: I have said 
this only because the Government has 
made a mess of the whole thing. I am 
surprised that the senior member sitting 
next to me is trying to denigrate this House 
even further by suggesting that we can 
discuss it in the absence of the Home 
Minister. 

Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, you are 
aware of the rules of this House. If the 
concerned hon. Minister had to be absent, 
he should have taken your permission to 
be absent. If he has not taken your per-
mission, it is a further insult to this House; 
and I am surprised that the senior member 
subscribes to the denigration of this House. 
( lnte"uptions) 

SHAI SOMNATH CHATIEAJEE: Let 
us start the discussion. The Minister will 
gjve a reply later. (Interruptions) 

SHRI JANAADHANA POOJARY: You 
are not showing concern ... (Interruptions) 

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE: I 
know your concern. 
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SHRI GUMAN MAL LODHA: We are 
here to discuss the communal situation. 
We have already decided about the dis-
cussion. (Interruptions) 

[Translation] 

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I would hum-
bly submit that we are supposed to pro-
ceed with discussion on communal vio-
lence, which was included rn the Business 
Advisory Committees proposals accepted 
by us. A Minister can be reprimanded and 
admonished for not coming to the House 
but to get into dispute ever such conduct 
of a certain Minister 1s something which 
should not be utilised to block the pro-
ceedings of the House I would humbly 
request that we should proceed with the 
discussion on communal violence which 1s 
a very important matter. So, if the opposi-
tion wishes to play the role of active oppo-
sition and wants to discuss the communal 
violence, it should shun these tactics and 
refrain from wasting the valuable time of 
the House, so that the discussion can be 
started immediately. There is no censure 
or no confidence motion before the House 
regarding the conduct of Ministers. So let 
the House proceed with its business. 

[English] 

SHRI ARIF MOHAMMAD KHAN: I 
have received information that the hon. 
Home Minister is on his way and he will be 
here at any moment. 

SHRI B. SHANKARANAND (Ch1kkod1): 
A little while ago, we had agitated that the 
Home Minister should be here and he 
should make a statement as directed by 
the Chair. I am surprised to hear from 
certain senior members, who till last year 
were insisting upon the Minister being 
present whenever a discussion was to be 
taken up, that we should start the discus-
sion in the absence of the Home Minister. 
I can understand tt the members sitting in 
the middle are trying to support the Gov-
ernment and they covertly and overtly criti-
cise the absence of a particular Minister in 

a particular way. We are not hypocrite; we 
want to say things straight. If Shri Arif 
Mohammad Khan, a good friend of mine 
assumes the charge of the Home Minister, 
we are willing to listen to him. (Interrup-
tions) But it is not so. What we have been 
seeing here in this House is, any Minister 
can handle any portfolio. That has been 
the tradition of this government. For the 
last three months I have been seeing this. 
(Interruptions) 

AN HON. MEMBER: You have also 
done it. 

SHRI 8. SHANKARANAND: We have 
not done that. (Interruptions) We have not 
done that. Now. the question is, now we 
have heard another thing, that there has 
been an explosion of a bomb in a local 
tram 1n Malad in Bombay. We have heard 
this. We do not know what is happening in 
this country. Even at this moment some 
thing may be happening. Is the Home 
Minister really concerned with this? Is this 
government really concerned with this? 
What do we expect? (Interruptions) The 
Prime Minister is there in Delhi, the Deputy 
Prime Minister is in Delhi, the Home Min-
ister is in Delhi, the Minister who is in 
charge of the affairs of Kashmir is in Delhi, 
but all the four are not here today. And still 
the honourable senior colleagues on that 
side want to discuss things. I do not know 
what they want to do. 

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE. 
Should rt be discussed in your presence? 

SHRI 8. SHANKARANAND: Yes, that 
is what I say. Mr. Somnathji, I know that 
you have been insisting on the presence 
of Ministers, I known personally. But today 
you are on a different tone. We do not do 
that. 

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE: Why 
are you following us? 

SHRI B. SHANKARANAND: We do 
not do that. Sir, the House shoukt not take 
up any other business except this and es-
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pecially in the presence of the Home 
Minister. We demand the presence of the 
Home Minister and the communal situation 
and the Kashmir situation will only be dis-
cussed in the presence of the Home Min-
ister himseH. Otherwise the House cannot 
take up any other business. 

SHRI M. J. AKBAR: The concern is 
played by a lot of Members here in de-
fence of the principle about time being 
wasted of the House, is relevant. I would 
like to make one submission: That some-
body should compute the time that has 
been wasted because of the basic irre-
sponsibility. whether it is on the constitu-
tion Amendment Bill or whether it is on a 
day like this then the most basic decencies 
of the House have not been observed and 
thereby the time of the House has been 
wasted. (Interruptions) 

PROF RAM GANESH KAPSE 
(Thane): I would like to draw your attention 
to the words used by the hon. Member, 
that -Ministers have gone to fetch the Home 
Minister". I think here in a lighter vein the 
Chairman has said it. But again and again 
these words have been used here in ridi-
cule. I feel that the sincerity which the 
Hon. Members have been told that Mr. 
M1rdha has already gone there shouk1 be 
accepted. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: All right 
That was the point your wanted to make. 

SHRI RAM GANESH KAPSE: Here 
we are not concerned with Kashmir at this 
time. But the Chairman has ordered that 
loday before the end of the day there 
should be a statement. Now, about Gujarat, 
the Minister dealing with Kashmir is not 
present You have already mentioned about 
it. (klt~«Jns} 

SHRI EDUAROO FALEIRO (Mor-
mugao): Let us be more sensitive to the 

tragic situation and the extremely serious 
situation that prevails outside this House. 
(lntem.ptions) First point is, the Chair 
should record its displeasure and the dis-
pleasure of the whole House for the man-
ner in which the Home Minister has treated 
this House. The Chair may record or ex-
press the displeasure of the Chair and of 
the House that the conduct of the Home 
Minister is really not insensitive to the 
importance of the debate and then per-
haps we should start again. (lntem..ptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Okay. 

(Interruptions) 

[Translations ] 

SHRI KIRPAL SINGH (Amritsar): It is 
a matter of regret that our friends in the 
opposition are not aware of the happen-
ings in the various parts of the country. 
The Home Minister could not come here 
due to some compulsion. But such a petty 
thing should not be utilised by the opposi-
tion to aeate bedlam in the House. In this 
Waf they are wasting the time of the House. 
Eartier they wasted one day of the House 
by bringing in Adjournment Motion. Same 
thing they are repeating today. The tactics 
adopted by them to waste the precious 
time of the House can not be said to be 
proper. 

(Interruptions) 

(English] 

SHRI LOKANATH CHOUDHARY 
(Jagatsinghpur): Sir, I am on a point of 
order. i want your ruling. As we know the 
government is a ootlective thing and any 
Minister can be allowed... (Interruptions) I 
want your ru~ng ... (Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I will give 
my ruling. 

( lntBmlptions) 
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[ T tanslation] 

SHRI NATHU RAM MIRDHA (MINIS-
TER OF FOOD AND CIVIL SUPPLIES): 
Hon'ble Home Minister has since come in 
the House ... ( lnternptbns). 

SHRI KALP NATH RAI (Ghosi): 
• Where? 

SHRI NATHU RAM MIRDHA: He is 
coming in ten minutes ... ( lntemiptbns). 

16.43 hrs. 

Shri Vasant Sathe, Prof. N. G. Ranga 
and some other hon. Members then left 

the House 

[English] 

(lntemiptbns) 

SHRI P. C. THOMAS (Muvattupuzha): 
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, the question is 
not about the collective responsibility. In 
fact the Chair has given a ruling that the 
Home Minister should come to the House 
at 4 P .M. So, it is a clear violation of that 
ruling ... (/ntem.ptbns) I also lodge my pro-
test and I am waking out. 

16.44 hrs. 

Shri P. C. Thomas then left the House 

( lnterruptbns) 

SHRI LOKANATH CHOUDHARY: Sir, 
I want your ruling (lntemiptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I am giving 
the ruling, you please sit down. 

I would like to inform the House that 
two letters were written by the Home 
Minister to the Speaker. The first letter 
was written on 10th of ApQI and the sec-
ond letter was written on 11th of April. In 
the first letter he had written that because 
of the meeting of the National Integration 
council he might may not be able to 

attend the bu$iness in the House on 11th 
and so no business should be· fixed on 
11th. On 11th he had written that if any 
business comes up it would be handled ~ 
Mr. Arif Mohammed. another Minister in 
the Council of Ministers. There are signa-
tures of the officers and maybe Speaker. 
On the letters I presume that he has been 
allowed to remain absent from the House 
because of the National lntergration Coun-
cil meeting .. ( Jntemption) 

Please sit down. If you want some 
discipline to be maintained in the house, 
you help the Chair in doing so. I have not 
completed what I have to say. Do not clap 
also. It is not a business on which you can 
do that. 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: I hope, you 
are not over-ruling the Speaker. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I am not 
over-ruling the Speaker. I am not over-
ruling any body, not even Mr. Sathe. (tder-
ru,itbn) I am not doing anything. H you pay 
a little attention, we will resolve this issue. 

In view of these two letters and in 
view of the importance of the NOC meet-
ing, it seems that the hon. Speaker had 
allowed Mr. Arif Mohammed to handle the 
business of the Home Ministry ... (lnte~ 
tions) You should not get up unless I 
complete. H you have any doubt about it, 
you can raise it afterwards but not when I 
am saying something... (Interruptions} 

I am informed that the request in the 
first letter i.e. letter written by the Home 
Minister on 10th of April. 1990 was not 
accepted by the hon. Speaker. Hon 
Speaker said that the business of the 
House will not be adjusted on the request 
made by the hon. Minister. 

The request in the second letter that 
Mr. Arif Mohammad Khan should be al-
lowed to handle the business was ac-
cepled and that is why he was in the 
National Integration council's meeting. ln 
spite of this, I think the Chairman, who 
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was sitting in the Chair, had directed that 
the Home Minister should come here and 
the Home Minister ... 

(Int em.pt ions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please. Why 
do you do that every moment? So, the 
Chairman had directed that the hon. Home 
Minister should come to the House in def-
erence to the wishes, in deference to the 
decision taken in the House. And I think tt 
the matter was conveyed to him and if he 
was free there. he could have come here 
and he could have spoken himself or given 
the statement over here. 

Now, this is the position as far as the 
letter is concerned. 

One more important poir'lt of order 
which has been raised by an hon. Member 
over here is whether that is a joint respon-
sibility of the Council of Ministers or not I 
have been trying to search whether there 
is any rule. whether there is any provision 
in the constitution which makes the Minis-
ter to come here to answer the questions 
and the matters which are raised and which 
are to be answered by him alone. Up to 
this time, I have not come across anything 
in the Constitution or anything in the rules 
which says that the Minister has to come 
here to answer it. I think the work in the 
Ministries is allocated I think the work in 
the Ministries is allocated to different Min-
isters and they cannot be answered by 
other Ministers. So, the convention is that 
generally the Ministers come here to an-
swer what has been raised on the floor of 
the House, and if any other Minister has to 
reply to the questions raised, that is done 
with the approval of the Presiding Officers 
in the House. If the approval is not given, 
they do not do that. In the present circum-
stances, I think the situation has devel-
oped in such a fashion that something has 
happened yesterday in Kashmir -and eve-
rybody is serious about it ... 

(Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please, Why 
do you raise these things? Why is it nec-
essary? You please keep 'quiet. You please 
allow the Chair to handle. and Mr. Antulay 
is right if he is standing there. H I am 
standing here, he will not move in the 
House; he will stand where he is. So, 
kindly bear with me. Please take your 
seat, Mr. Antulay. So, I think that a situ-
ation has arisen here and the hon. Mem-
bers were very right to know from the 
Home Minister as to what has happened in 
Kashmir. The hon. Minister was certainly 
interested in seeing that the big personali-
ties, Chief Ministers and other Ministers, 
who have come in the National Integration 
Council, are also informed about the situ-
a~ion. In deference to the directions given 
by the chair, he could have come here and 
he could have explained. Probably there 
was a gap in between and probably he 
could not come here. I would not pass any 
judgement against the Minister, nor against 
the Members, but I would like to say in the 
House that this House is supreme and no 
other business can take precedence over 
the business in this House, and in future 
we all will remember it. But this is not a 
judgement against the Minister, in view of 
the fact that he had written the letters and 
in view of the fact that he was attending 
the meeting over there. So, please under-
stand the situation and let us carry on with 
the business. 

Yes, Mr. Sathe. 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Sir, I think it 
is necessary that we have the records 
straight. Unfortunately, this morning when 
this matter was raised and when the entire 
House expressed its concern, the hon. 
Speaker himself was pleased to observe 
that the Home Minister should come to 
make a statement on this important matter 
and that he would be coming at the earli-
est. This was the impression given by the 
Minister for Parliamentary Affairs to the 
hon. Speaker that he would convey it to 
the Home Minister and he would be com-
ing at the earliest. Now, Sir, ear1iest means 
eartiest. Sir, kindly see that •earliest' does 
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not mean writing a letter. (Interruptions) 
Kindly see that you referred to some letter 
of 11th, that is, today, saying that because 
he is busy somewhere, he could not be 
present here. He is busy in the National 
Integration Council Superseding the Par-
liament work, which is accordir:ig to you, 
yoursett, Sir, not accepted. Otherwise, if 
he says that he can be permitted to be 
somewhere else and allow some other 
Minister. 

[Translation] 

SHRI YAMUNA PRASAD SHASTRI: 
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I am on a point of 
order. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I shall take 
up that aft€r this item if finished. 

SHRI YAMUNA PRASAD SHASTRI: 
My point of order relates to the question as 
to whether your ruling can become the 
subject matter of discussion after the same 
has been given by you. When you have 
already given your ruling, it cannot be 
challenged. (Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I have heard 
your point of order. What you have said is 
qurte correct No ruling of the chair can be 
discussed in the House. Perhaps he is not 
speaking on the ruling it seems he is ex-
pressing himsett on facts. I hope he will 
state his point of view in one minute. 

[English] 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Sir, I am talk-
ing of facts and I am not talking of your 
rulings. I beg of you to see that the Speaker 
was good enough to say that he would be 
coming here at the earliest. There is a 
discussion at 4 O'clock on a subject ior 
which he would have been normally ex-
pected here. We thought that at least before 
that he would come. Now, Sir, unfortu-
nately, at no time, he told that he would be 
coming at a particular time or hour. If that 
has been .conveyed, probably we would 
known that he is coming at 5 O'clock. Sir. 

we have been waiting for the whole day for 
the Home Minister to have the pleasure of 
coming here and making a statement. Sir, 
this is really very serious. the Chair is 
Chair. You will appreciate this. Then, the 
Chairman sitting in your seat directed 
positively at 3 O'clock that before 4 O'clock, 
the Home Minister should be here. This 
was also conveyed through a Minister who 
is no less a person than Shri Mirdha. Sir, 
don't you think that this matter has been 
taken lightly and for the hon. Home Minis-
ter not to come here means that he is 
showing discourtesy to this House and 
also to the directives of the Chair. (Inter-
ruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please sit 
down. Now, the hon. Minister has heard 
the feelings of the Members and he would 
appropriately react to what you have said 
and I think at the end of what I said before 
and what has happened here, are taken 
note of by the hon. Home Minister also. I 
think everybody agrees including the Min-
isters and the Members that the rulings of 
the Chair are not flouted, the instructions 
from the Chair are not flouted and the 
instructions from the Speaker are not 
flouted and I don't think there was any 
intention of flouting of any ruling or there 
was any desire to do so, but because of 
some difficulty it might have happened. 
But we express our views in an appropri-
ate manner so as to assuage the feelings 
of the Members. 

17.00 hrs 

Again I am told that the Chairman had 
expressed his desire that he should come. 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: That is the 
desire of the Speaker. (Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Okay. Let 
us not go into it. The spirit of the discus-
sion is understood by the Minister and the 
Minister is quite capable of appropriately 
reacting. 

( lntemiptions) 
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MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER- You please 
take your seat. Allow the Minister to say 
what he has to say . It 1s not necessary 
now. We will take It up later on 

(Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please don't 
complicate the matter. He understands. 

( lnterrupt10ns) 

SHRI LOKANATH CHOUDHURY:! 
want to say that the Chairman said that he 
will come as early as possible So. 1t may 
mean any time before 6 p.m ( Interrup-
tions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: We wtll go 
wholly by the record, we will take rt up. 
Please sit down 

(Interruptions) 

SHRI LOKANATH CHOUDHURY: Defi-
nitely they want 10 disturb the proceedings 
of the House (Interruptions) 

THE MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS 
(SHRI MUFTI MOHAMMAD SA YEED) Mr. 
Deputy Speaker. Sir, as you rightly said, the 
National Integration Council Meeting was 
scheduled on 11th. So, on 10th I wrote a 
letter to the hon Speaker requesting that on 
this day there should be no business rn my 
name. Even I spoke to him on telephone, he 
assured me that on 11th there will be no 
business. I was rn the House, I did not know 
that the Speaker has not accepted my re-
questing I received the message at 3 50 
p.m. I was busy, II was conducting the Na-
tional Integration Council Meeting I came 
rushing. I otter my apologies to the hon 
Members of the House, I don't mean any 
disrespect or discourtesy to the Members of 
the House. I know, the matter about which I 
am making the statement 1s very important, 
it 1s the concern of the whole nation There-
fore, again I offer my apologies. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I think the 

matter should end here. Please allow him to 
make the statement. 

(Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Well, he was 
busy with the National Integration Council 
Meeting. 

SHRI SOMNATH CHA TIER.IEE: They 
never bothered about that Council. (Inter-
ruptions) 

SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA: There was 
no meeting of the National Integration Coun-
cil in the last five year. ( Jnten-uptions) 

17.04 hrs. 

STATEMENT BY MINISTER 

Murder of Shrl Mushlrul Haq and his 
Personal Secretary, Shrl Ghulam Nabl 

[English] 

THE MINlSTER OF HOME AFFAIRS 
(SHRI MUFTI MOHAMMAD SAYEED): It is 
with great sorrow that I have to further Inform 
this House that the abductors have killed 
Shn Mushirul Haq, Vice Chancellor. and his 
Personal Secretary Shri Ghulam Nabi. Their 
bodies were recovered from Lasjan area on 
the outskirts of Srinagar city around the 
midnight of April 10111, 1990. At about 11.30 
PM a telephone call was reportedly received 
1n the Police Control Room informing that 
two bodies were lying in the area The police 
went to spot and recovered the dead bodies, 
which were, later, the identified. The bodies 
bore mark of bullet wounds. It appears they 
were shot in the back. We convey our heart-
felt condolences to the bereaved families: 
and strongly condemn this dastardly act of 
the terrorists. We reiterate our resolve to 
relentlessly pursue and bring the cowardly 
groups of criminals to book. 

These murders confirm the views ex-
pressed in both the House of Parliament 


